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NEWS 
Atari's Black Cat Atari's super Con
sole - named the PANTHER, should 
be ooveiled at the Las Vagas Consu
mer Electronic Show at the end of 
January. The machine's spec. have 
yet to leak out, but definitely not ST/ 
E compatible, but expected to be 
better than anything around, and 
shouldn't cost too much. possibly 

around £150, and the machine should 
be available in the UK official in Se
ptember. This wll certainly open 1991 
as the year for games conaok3a, but 
wiU the americans take to Atari's? 
Since the 8-bit NES is stin the moat 
popular games console in the US, if 
Nintendo reaRy want to continue their 
reign, they must launch the Super Fa
micom fast. especiaffy as the Gene
sis is seHing wel, not to mention the 
Turbo Grafx-16 .... I hope they do, as I 
love to get my hands on SF games 
with english instructions. <See later 
for SF review) 

G•meboy lmulato, 
for MIit 

A company called Biederman Design 
Labs <German?> have produced a 
Nintendo Entertainment System 
Cartridge, that lets you slot in a Ga
meboy cart. ao that you can play it 
on the NES. The advantage of this. is 
that, you can play it on a big screen 
in glorius. .. ermm ... black and white! 

NIC Sten MD • buttM 
With more complex games, you requi
re more buttons... you only have to 
look at the extra buttons on recent 
consoles - the Neo Geo with 4 plus a 
Start, and the Super Famicom with 6 
buttons plus Start & Select to
talling 8. So NEC Avenue have come 
up with the Avenue Pad 3, which is a 
normal pad with an extra button. The 
thi"d button lets you assign it as the 
Run or Select so making certain ga
mes a lot easier, namely Pro Fire 
Wrestling, or Side Arms. 

•u•r P•mkaom •••• 
What's the hottest game in japan 
apart from Mario or Tetris? Dragon's 
Quest ofcourse, so it's no surprise 
that Enix (the makers of Actraiaer) 
have decided to convert it to the 
Super machine. However, it won't be 
the original version, as it would be 
too easy to complete, but a new 
version - Dragon's Quest V. 
More RPG's - Drakkhen, the game 
that's already available for home 
computers from trench company 
lnfogrammes. will be released for the 
SF in March. As the game features 
solid 3D, it should be quite fast, 
although will it contain english or just 
japanese is another matter. And the 
very successful Dungeon Master 
from FTL wiH be converted by Victor 
Musical Ind. No dates confirmed yet. 
Jaleco's answer to Outrun - Big Run 
should be out in March and very good 
it looks too ... rather like Victory Run 
on the engine, but with bigger and 
better graphics. 

Dfll{W;, n..i,N : Two 6/G sossE.S ., 

Even more RPGs will be from Tonkin 
House, who will be converting the third 
in the trilogy of Ya Ill - Wanderers 
from Ya. The engine version should be 
available soon, so a wait for a review 
of it soon. only in CM. No idea when 
the SF version will appear. Also, 
Wizardry V will be converted to the 
SF. .. yes. another RPG. February sees 
HAL's Golf game, · Hole in One on 
8meg cart... hopefully it will play 
better than all the rest of the console 
golf games that's ever been out - I stHI 
think Leaderboard is still the best! 
May is the month for a new version of 
Lucasfilm's movie Star Wars. The 
game wll an arcade/RPG game 
featuring all the characters etc .. from 
the hit epic. A version for the NES 
have already been produced featuring 
a top down game where you control 
Luke in his Sand skimmer, and a 3D 
game where you sit in the controls of 
Han Solo's Millemium Falcon. 
As mentioned before, Taito are to 
release Darius II for the SF - but have .. 
now changed the title to Darius Twin, 
an updated version of 'II'. As the title 
suggests, it WLL have dual play 
option, and include some more extra 
Bosses, which look well awesome 
including a giant armoured-plated 
Sea-horse like the original but all in 
silver, a giant vertical hanging Squid, 
and TWO giant fishes. No release 
dates as yet... but should be worth 
waiting for. 
The other shoot'em up that's waiting 

in the wings in everyone's mind, is 
Super R- Type, from lrem. and from 
latest pictures. the conversion looks 
almost arcade perfect. UnfortlMl&tely, 
there's still no release date for the 
game. 

BIEDERMAN 
DESIGN LABS 

GAMEBOY TONES 
ADAPTER 



5F: SUPE:.R.. R.-TYft- FAC.ING Tfi{:, FiRST eos.s 
Capcom, who has already released 

Fiial Fight for the SF. and stUI putting 
together Super Ghouls 'n' Ghosts 
which looks well ace, are to convert 
their dual horizontal scrolling shoot 
'em up UN Squadron too. As for that 
super duper 'New 3D Golf Simulation' 
featuring Polysys (Integrated 3D Pro
cessor> from Technology & Enter
tainment Software. it should be 
available in March. The game won the 
European Computer Leisure Awards 
1990, so it must be good!! The game 
looks brilliant to me away! 

Mf9a0rlve News 
,. It seems that Megadrive games are 

getting bigger and bigger with several 
games to be released on 8meg 
cartridges. There have already been 
Strider and Darius II, and both of 
these cost quite a bit. so time you MD 

MD: m1PNl6HT /?e51S7J/NC£., Fl6HTC.-t< 
PL/We ftT 1L'0 aoCK ... TIME To 

KtCK ASS. 

owners got saving! 
One such big game will be Data 

East's Midnight Resistance, which 
should be available soon, and looks 
fairly close to the coin-op - however, 
the dual play option seem to be 
shelved yet again. What is it with 
japanese programmers. they always 

• seem to get everything right. but 
when it . comes to two player games, 
can't handle It!? The main question of 
Midnight Resistance will be control... 
as the Amiga version was brilliant, but 
the control method was so cronic it 
wasn't too playable. 

Another amega is Alisia Dragon. a 

side view scrolling arcade ad-

:_n~u~~~t!i.~u~~nt:1 :n1~:~ ~ :J?Jlf ?TtJ~)?r:· 
Shiten Myooh. More 8meg 
games will be Telenet's Valis 
Ill coming out for March and 
looks every bit as good as the 
Engine CD-Rom version.. in
cluding the inbetween 
graphics and animation. If Te
lenet are converting such CD 

~AIL , 
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games for the MD on 
cartridge format. it goes to 
show that Sega's own CD
Rom is still a long way off 

from being released. Then there's 
Blue Almanac <Smeg too>. a RPG co
ming out in April. Some of the fight 
action looks quite good as you get to 
beat up some nasties in side-view 
action. but how much japanese there 
are will have to be seen. Sega's Du
ngeons & Dragons 8meg RPG that 
features 3D Dungeon Master action 
should be available in March, and 
looks real neat.. shame about the ja
panese! Hopefully the Genesis/ 
official MD carts are available not 
too long after... or 
even better, text 
translation modifi
cation works. 

Latest shoot'em 
up for the MD to 
be announced is 
the conversion of 
Data East's Va
por Trail, and sur
prisingly, the dual
play option WLL 
be included. If you 
haven't played the 
coin-op, it's 
another vertical 
job where you can 

tough guys in a futuristic american 
football game. The game is played 
topdown and scrolls around... the 
pitch size is about 12 screens long 
and 3 screens wide. As Speedball is 
such a good game <not to mention 
Speedball 2), Wrestleball should be 
great. if done properly. 
Warderer Special, the wicked arcade 

adventure should be out in Feb. and 
the screen shots are brUliant - exact
ly the same as the coin-op as far as I 
can tell, although the text is in japane
se. What's 'special' about the game, I 
can's say. 

March, and another shoot'em up 
should be available called Verytex. As 

select from 1 ofhe3 G'INCX>E. oN mo. fV\E.GA GIANT N P.STY A7rAC/<;$ / ' 
planes t 
Shlph, Valkyrie or Seylen, all with 
their pros. and cons., although one of 
them is crap... conversion wise. it 
looks fairly similar, although it wasn't 
one of the best games around. No re
lease dates. 
From Namco, there's Wrestleball -
and to put it plainly, is a Speedball 
rip-off, as you get to play a team of 

MD: 5£.GA'5 DVNGEoN'j ANP 
vAA GoNS GAME., AT A 'TA\1€.12.N. 
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vertical shoot'em ups goes. this looks 
fairly average - watch for a full re
view soon. Another shoot'em up will 
be converted by Micronet, of Seibu 
Kaihatsu's Rai Den. No release dates 
though, or screen shots. Taito are to 
release another shoot'em up called 
Master of Weapon at the end of Feb. 
but what sort of game it is I can't say 
as there are no pies of it. Strangely 
enough, there haven't been a pinball 
game for the MD since it's launch, and 
this area ruled by the two PC Engine 
games. but Wolf Team is about to 
take the challenge with Dinoland. The 
table is based on the prehistoric the
me with grasslands. rocks. caves. etc .. 
and dinosaurs roaming around, simHar 
to that of Devil Crash. However, the 
graphics are a bit crude, so hopefully 
it will improve by March when it's to 
be released. 
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ENGINE NEWS 
Latest Capcom license from Avenue 
is Dynasty Wars, the dual player. 

CONSOLE IIA'ZINE 

One of the most hip games in the ancient japanese battle on 
arcades a few years back, and a big horseback... I have to admit, I found 
hit on the Amiga, was Marble Mad- the coin-op rather boring! Again on 
ness, and it's to be converted to Engi- CD. but release unknown . For Feb. L....,.~.,. ... 
ne. The engine should easily handle again will be an arcade puzzle game 
the conversion. but considering how on CD. Here, you have a maze of tiles 
old the game is .. how well it will sell is over water with a duck and a number 
another matter! Tengen will be re- of nasties on the tiles. The creatures 
sponsible for the engine game. are out to get you, so you have to get 

;cokE ,..,, ... 2
3 

I~ ~hem first. To~ 1his, you can 
LB • 070 11 Jump on the tiles to crack 

,,.,. • 'em ... and jumping on a crack -
~► ed tile will make it and all J IJ.P.L.':s Co11J or' CotJI/ER.,Sto /lJ. 

other tiles in-line with it to 
a bridge or whatever . Graphics look 
real ace! Another brill looking CD RPG 
is from Riverhill Soft and this has 
some ace looking graphics. And then 
there ere more CD-Rom strategy war 
games from Telenet & lntec. released 
in March & May respectively. Hud
son Soft ere to release the first Hu
Card game with extra memory for 
back-up. etc. on their conversion of 
Populous. which will now appear on 
4meg Card. The game should be out 

/YlllR.&E. (l)f/PWESS - SOON 

another cracked tile to fall in 
the water ... deadly should any 
nasties be in the way. There 
are also green symbols tiles. 
jump on these and all 'in-line' 
cracked tiles go under apart 
from these. Luckily all tUes 
reappear after a few se
conds. Avenue are also to 
convert a dual-player 
wonderboy like game which I 
believe is called Chikichiki 
Boys on CD too. The coin-op 
is very colourful and featu
res some brilliant colourful 
cute graphics .. more on this if 

1o BE ecrJVERTtIJ w Tr/& and when. More for CD and 

in April and should feature all the 
options available on the Amiga 
version bar the multi-link game... al
though it could be included?! With 
the GT now available. puzzles games ,. 
seem to flock, and latest will be Pavit
nov·s better follow up to Tetris -
Hatris. and to be converted by Micro 
Cabin Co .• and very nice it looks too .... 
the engine is one machine that never 
had tetris converted for it. 

t;oo_p OLO &JGJNE _I 

NEC Avenue atlast showed what their 
game of Space Harrier ·cross with 
Fantasy Zone will be like. and that's 
exactly what it'll be like - a space 
harrier game with fantasy zone cha
racters instead. The game will be out 
on CD-Rom. Infect. Avenue are really 
pumping the CD-Rom with several an
nounced titles for this format. As with 
Side Arms. a CD version of Twin 
Hawk will be released, what diffe
rences there will be apart from the 
sound, we shall wait and see . 
February will be the month for the re
lease of Download 2. also on CD. 'Cos 
of this, there will be more graphic/ani
mation inbetween the action and the
se look ace. better than lasersoft's. 
The game itself will be very similar to 
the original but with more weapons 
available, end better backdrops, etc. 

JJE.1/P MOON: You~ SHtf FvLLY fofO.E:.D 

uP ... !HM\ 'y{/. 

Avenue. will be Might & Mi
gic, and 30 RPG available already on 
PC format. and for Feb.. Avenue are 
to release Quiz Avenue. and japane
se quiz game on CD-Rom for 1-5 
players. and also includes a RPG 
thrown in. As it's all in japanese, this 
one should be missed. On HuCard. 
Avenue also plan to convert Sega·s 
Time Soilder game Gain Ground, 
which is already on the Megadrive. 
More CD-Rom support are from co
mpanies releasing RPGs and 
"".argames on this format. Surpri
singly, Felcom whose responsible tor 
Ys has licensed their other popular 
RPG Sorcerien (already on MD) to 
Victor Musical Ind. Hopefully, en en
glish option will be included.. One 
RPG.. which looks very playable as 
it's more of an arcade come RPG. is 
one from Telenet I 
Japan which looks 't' 6.NG.INE. s.c .z.. 

U.P.L. are to convert their latest 
shoot'em up for the engine. a wicked 
dual player horizontal scroller, and 
this one looks real neat. If the con
version is as good as the coin-op. 
we're in for a treat. 
The trouble with the japanese is, they 
speak jepanese... end not a lot of 
them speak english... so the nice 
people at High Tech lab., have come 
up with two CD-Roms called 'lets be 
Friends' . The CDs teaches you (the 
japs , that is) english. Each disc has 10 
lessons on them, and both should be 
available around Feb. Nice to see the
re's more for the CD-Rom than ga
mes. 

similar in style to . , _ . 
Ys with HP/MP ~iait;+~~~J.:.-,~E:! --~:,:};•r:., •;~••~..,. , ... ~~~ .. • -~ 
bars at the bottom , ·. · · · __. __ .. -~ .......... ,,;;. """f'°..-. ....,~, ........ ~ · --~ 

and pop up option : ~ 
menus (in english!>. . 
The game is played - - . · _;__ ··~- • ~~ --- i~- • . . , . . . .,. . . ._,. ~ ... ....."',; ;;,p~:::n:~ R:o~ i . ... . . . . ~-·:.. . . . ··"-, -, . ~ . 
walk around, but -
s:-vitches to side . ,.•JJJ•••~.,.~.,,~•!IL - ; 
view close up . • · 
~~n when f ~-
attacked. crossing_,-_: llliiillll.. ,_. ·. ·. •-.;,.•'"· - ·" 
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REVIEW S 
Nintendo INN' Famlcom 
Atlast the Super Famicom makes it to 

• the streets , and what an amazing 
machine It isl! As you'd expect, it's 
hardware is technically better than 
anything on the market today . Not 
only that , but it's also one hot sexy 
machine in diff erent shades of grey 
and real co mpact, and all the con
nections and sockets nicely laid out... 
these includes the expansion sock
ets at the bottom, two controller 
ports at the front, and at the rear -
RF (TV>. power and multi-port for 
RGB, audio /video etc. lead. Under 
thi$ exterior lies the real stuff - 1meg 
of memory , customised 65C816 
which works as fast as a 32-bit pro
cessor , Maximum screen resolution of 
512x448 with 256 colours on-scre en 
from a palette of 32768, 8 chan
nel 16-bit digital sound at 44KHz. spe
cial chip to handle expansion/co
mpression and rotation of graphics. 
and much more!! The machine comes 
with 2 pads - these are about the 
~me size as the engine pads, but 
with added buttons - making this qui
te a problem with people with big 
hands. Another bad thing about them 

.. are. the leads are rather short! 

Sq#ware; 
lu"' Nsdo World 

The first game for the machine on the 
8-bit console , and the first on the SF.. 
and what a brill game it is. Basically, 
the gameplay is the same as the or.
ginal as you control Mario <or Luigi> in 
a scrolling arcade adventure through 
8 stages to rescue the fair princess. 
The game takes off from Mario 3 as 
you are presen ted with a map of Ma
rio World . and must move Mario to the 
place you want to play from. As with 
3. the game features a bit of japane
se text, but still highly playable. 
Each stage comprises of several lo
cations and all vary enormously . The
se range fro m the standard Mario 
World of green grass and trees. 
b!lnks, and concrete pipes, to ech
OllQ cave rns, ghostly castles, 
5 ./Ylllf<IO_. 
W Ofl.LD 

mAl?lo ON 

II Dlr,/0 ... 

HE//DBl/1Tlt./6 

A'EVEJ\LS 
A 

USEFUL 

/bt{ (;.R. _I 

patterned rooms, etc.. All the 
graphics are brightly coloured, and 
cartoon like, like previous Mario ga
mes ... this certainly doesn't show off 
the SF, but for this type of game it 
suits it well. Animation is first class ... 
everything moves silky smooth 
without a flicker. Sound is ace too 
with nice jolly tunes... especially 
good is a piano ragtime piece whic h 

DINO EJJTS fl ~o 1oa..'1015~ WHllH U:.fS 

IT To (;IW!-n-1 DVf fl~€:. 6AU..S. 

is real catchy, although there are 
more appropriate tunes like a spoo
ky piece in the ghost castle, vic tory 
tunes when you complete a level. and 
some pieces sounds like taken from 
silent movies. Sound FX fits well with 
the game, with the usual boing!, dings, 
etc.. roaring lava monsters and a 
brilliant echo effect when in the ca
verns. Controlling Mario is quit e di
fficult at first. as to really use eve
rything in the game, all four buttons 
are required. With different com bina
tions._ Mario can walk left and right, 
run, Jump high and low, duck, spin
jump for added pounce, throw ob
jects when you get power up, pick up 
objects and throw them. fly arou nd/ 
glide when you have the cloak, and 
when you're on the dinosaur - con
trol it's movements and eat items. 
You start in the usual Mario land, and 

head butting blocks with excla ma
tion and question marks to rev eal 
useful items, like Mushrooms to in
crease mario's size, and objects to 
throw at, plus gold coins and dino
saur to ride. The enemy come in the 
form of tortoises in various form s 
(walking, bouncing, flying . .>, ghosts. 
missiles, spiders. wizards, etc. If any 
of them touch you, you're a gonna 
unless you have a powerup where 
~ou'II_ be reduced. However, by 
Jumping on them. you can wipe them 
out... or use other methods. As we ll 
as the enemies. there are masses of 
obstacles to negotiate ... moving plat
forms, pounding pillars, crushing con
crete blocks. cross a river of lava in
fested by monsters. escape a castle 
of ghosts... and then there are the 
bosses at the end of each stage to 
contend with! 

All in all, Mario 4 is brilliant - if you 

__5 

CONSOLE MA'ZINE 
liked the previous games, you 
shouldn't miss this. .. nearly worth 
getting a SF for. 

Graphics - 95% Sound - 85% 
Playability - 93% Lastability - 90% 
Overall - 94% 

Onn~ 

PILOT WINGS 
Super Famicom 6y Nin.tmdo 

S"i'Pad 6y PC ~ne S"i'I'Cits 

Pilot Wings was one of the first 
games for the SF shown a couple of 
years ago , and since it was 
announced under different guises. it 
has changed quite a lot. The final 
release version is · quite a different 
?B'!19 from any other I've played, as 
It involves flying different crafts, 
perform certain tasks, and land at a 
specific target. The game features 
8 stages (4 stages of 2 difficulty 
levels) with an arcade Helicopter 
game after four stages. You start on 
stage 1 and must complete it with a 
certain amount of points (120 or 
more) to gain access to the next 
stage. Stage 1 involves completing 
two events - flying a Light bi-plane 
and Skydiving. Each event is rated 
out of 100, so to qualify, you only 
require a minimum of 60 points per 
event. 

On the Light Plane event, your 
plane is viewed from behind and 
controlling it is quite simple: A•B 
buttons control your speed. Up/ 
Down - your altitude, and left/right -
rudder. Here, you have to hit a rows 
of green spheres floating in the air 
and land on the run way safely... . a 
perfect score on this is very difficult 
which we have yet to do yeti T~ 
airstrip is on a small island, and it's 
here that the SF shows what it's got. 
As you move around, it reduce / 
enlarge in size, rotates, etc ... very 
realistically and extremely smoothly ... 
it's well awesomell I can't wait for the 
machine to get a real flight sim. for it!! 
Later stages, you get a bigger island 
which will knock you out.. it's totally 
amazing! Other stages, you have lots 
of rings to fly through or semi-circles 
at ground level, plus sever wind to 
cope with! 

Skydiving is viewed top down - a 
'copter takes you up several 
thousand feet , and then drops you. 
You have to free fall and try to 
manoeuver yourself through several 
rings of spheres by shifting your 
body . At a thousand feet, press 'A' to 
open your chute, where you1I have to 
try to land on a square target with 
conc entric rings on it. The closer to 

t 
I 

' 
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the centre you land, the more points 
you get, and landing on your feet is 
better than on your back . Late r levels 
have rings that are more spaced out, 
smaller target to land on, and again 
strong winds. The next level 
introduces you to jet pack ing... same 
as the one seen at the US Olympic 
games. Here, you have to take off 
from a pad, fly through several rings 
of spheres, and land on another 
sqaure target surroun ded by water. 
Again, later levels get harder with 
more spheres low to the ground, 
spinning rings, smaller targets and 
stronger wind again. 

The third level has hang-gliding 
aswell, and here, you are towed up to 
a few hundred feet. where you must 
reach a higher altit ude . To do this, 
you must catc h thermals rising from 
the city... these are shown as rising 
strings of white spher es. which you 

f'1LoTfN1N(:,S: HANG-C:,L/Dir-6 ... 
success AGAIN. 

must fly into ... and when you do, you 
suddenly drop and then zoom 
upwards. Once you've reache d the 
required height, you have to land on a 
target again. This is real trick y, and 
certainly the hardest of the four 
event. as you have less control... a 
sharp turn and you drop like a brick . 
Later levels. you have to climb higher 
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be catching more the rmals, fly (glide) 
through rings and hampered yet 
again by violent winds. 

After the forth level. you get to fly 
a helicopter Gunship viewed from top 
down in a Thunderblade like game. 
You must fly from your ship and land 
at a small base to rescue some 
people . Howeve r. the base is in an 
island packed to the teeth with 
ground-to-air guns that constantly 
fire at you, so taking them out are 
essential , especially those around 
the base... some are even hidden! 
Completing this. and you start the 
game again , but in Expert mode .. 
eg.ruddy harder!! 

All in all, Pilot Wings is certainly one 
of the best games I've played - even 
if you complete the game (it's going 
to take some doing!!>, it still great to 
play again... getting 100 points per 
event is a tough challenge, and then 
there are the bonus stages . Trying to 
land on the moving platform in 
skydiving for Penguin Diving... and 
there's one for Jetpacking and Hang
gliding. Pilot Wings is definitely one 
for the collection if you own a SF... 
miss it at your peril!! 

Graphics - 98 % Sound - 90% 
Playability - 97% l astability - 90% 
Overall - 95 % 

MAGIC HAT 
Mtga.dnvt, BY SEGA, SUP PLl£D Irr 

MI.GAWARL 

Magic Hat is yet another in the line of 
cute games with colourful graphics . 
a main character everyone loves and 
a fair princess to save against all 
odds. 
What this basically adds up to is an 
arcade adventure very much in the 
mould of Alex Kidd. The game starts 
with an island exploding into 8 parts . 
all of which make a level of the game. 
After pressing Start you can either 
start the game or fiddle with the 
options (number of lives. sound test 
and define buttons). 
On starting the game . you must nevi-
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gate each stage in order to find the 
exit and so on to the next stage. All 3 
buttons are used; 'A' brings up a 
window which allows you to use any 
extras you have collected, 'B' 
pooches and ·c· jumps. Pressing ·c· 
continually whilst in the air allows 
you to 'float' for extended periods 
which enables you to make long 
jumps easily. Various collectables 
pop up from time to time. Amongst 
these are an egg (I) which you carry 
on your back and which attacks ene
mies. blue pills which wobble the 
whole screen <v.nice effect!> and 
green pills which make you invincible 
etc . 
The exit to each stage can be to the 
right, up . down or to the left <indica
ted by an arrow at the start of each 
stage) and various obstacles stand 
in your way Ceg: lava lakes. large end 
of stage guardians, birds etc>. 

tW\C,IC HAi ! wmt AN ($G ON HI~ 

BACK/ 

Graphics are colourful, quite well 
drawn/animated and fairly detailed. 
Parallax is used well. as is the speed 
of the MD <everything runs at good 
pace> but the visuals are not top 
notch by anyone's standards . Howe
ver, all levels do suit the game and 
the graphics don't let the side down 
at all. 
Music is well done ; cutesy, high 
pitched. bouncy little numbers which 
suit the gameplay perfectly. Sound 
effects range from squeeks and 
pops to great bubbly sounds. 
Gameplay is interesting (since finding 
the way out of each level is very 
challenging and different each time). 
The action is also fairly addictive and 
the will to see the next level keeps 
you playing. Don't expect to comple
te this too soon either- it is certainly 
hard (seemingly impossible at times!) 
and each level is pretty large . 
If the choice is between this and 
Wonderboy 3, i'd strongly advise Ma
gic Hat as it's a far more varied and 
interesting game by quite a long way . 

Graphics - 80% Sound 
Playability - 82% V.F.M 

- 80% 
- 80% 

.. 



Rl!Vll!WS 
X-GBAIAPA 

Br WOLF TE.AM SUPPLIED Br 
MEGAWAR£ 

Wolf Team's second MD game arrives 
hot on the heels of their first (Axis 

• FZ> and goes to show again that they 
are definitely a company to watch out 
for. 
The game starts with a nice picture 
of a tank and a short story about a 
super-tank <the Granada>. After this. 
the title screen pops up and the name 

," of the game ripples on <very Amiga 
demo-ishl>. If left, we are shown a 
demo of 2 of the levels. 
Pressing Start brings up the familiar 
'Start or Options' selection. The 
options are: Granada (up to 6 lives>, 
Rank <Normal, Hard, Mania!), Music, 

· S.E (Sol.lld Effects>. Reverse (Quick 
or Slow> and Key Assign (which 
button does what>. 
All 3 buttons are used. 'A' fires your 
standard weapon, 'B' enables you to 
reverse and ·c· fires your blaster <a 
large cannon>. 
X-Granada reminds me of Wolf 
Team's other game, Axis FZ, except 
the view is from above <not isometric 
30) and we control a tank not a robot. 
The idea is basically to drive around 

., the level blowing up other tanks, gun 
emplacements, bases etc . until all 
have been cleared. You then go to a 

• certain spot on the map and battle it 
out with a large end of level bad guy. 
A seamer in the bottom right of the 
screen shows you where enemies are 
located (so you don't have to wander 
around endlessly trying to find them!>. 
When I first saw level one I wasn't at 
all impressed - the graphics are very 
ordinary and the tank is quite small. 
However, don't let this put you off
the graphics get a lot better (level 2 is 
set on a large floating craft and 
beneath it parallax clouds float by
this looks really good and the 
impression of depth below is 
convincing>. 
The tank moves around at a decent 
pace (but it does slow down a tad 
when the screen gets very busy) and 
the action is fast and furious 
<although you have to go to areas of 
activity to find itl 
The end of level guardians are quite 
impressive (level one has a large 
circular baddie jumping around the 

. placen and are fairly tricky to deal 
with. 
The difficulty level is set just right
there is no easy level and the normal 
game is tough enough to provide a 
challenge but no infuriatingly hard. 
For those who like a challenge there 
is also the hard and mania modes <ID. 
There are 4 levels shown in the 

booklet but there must be quite a few 
more as each level is not particularly 
big. 
The music throughout is actually 
very well done and fits the game 
perfectly. Sound effects are goo 
shots. explosions and generaHy 
shoot 'em up standards. 
Three continues are given which 
seems sensible on a game of this 
type. 
One thing I did find with X-Granada is 
that, although it is very enjoyable to 
play, it is not the sort of game you 
would have two consecutive games 
of. After one go you begin to get a bit 
bored with it (there is little variety in 
the gameplay), but it is a game that 
you can always come back to for a 
quick blast at a later date. 
I think Wolf Team should be 
commended for coming up with a 
fairly original theme (for a shoot 'em 
up that Is) as an 8 way scrolling tank 
game hasn't really been done before. 
X-Granada is a well programmed, 
playable, enjoyable, unadulterated 
blast that shoot 'em up fans will get a 
fair bit of mileage out of. Not a major 
league game by anyone's standards 
but well worth checking out 
nevertheless. 

Graphics - 82% Sound - 80% 
Playability - 82% V.F.M - 7 8% 
Overall -85% 

.Ma.u 900..J 

SWORD OP VERMILION 
Mtgadn11t 

SuppUd 6y PC £nyw Supplw! 

The japanese version of this game 
has been around for a long time, but 
finally the lazy sods at Sega USA 
have got around to releasing the Ge
nesis version (also on UK format 
now>. I'm sure glad they did! Sword of 
Vermilion is basically an RPG, but a 
lot of effort has been put into the au
dio-visual presentation and also the 
combat scenes, two areas which are 
often a trifle lacking in games of this 
type. It is these differences whic_h 
put this ahead of other RPGs and will 
no doubt ensure it appeals to more 
people than other games of the gen
re. 
Anyway, I suppose I should describe 
the plot. Eighteen years ago, some 
nasty evil chap called King Tsarkon 
· invaded the land of Excalabria . When 
the king of this land realised he co
uld do nothing to stop this, he 
ordered his bravest warrior to take 
his baby son to safety. The warrior 
did this and raised the prince as his 
own. On the day of his death , he told 
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CONSOLI! MA'ZINI! 
the young prince the truth. On hea
ring this. the young prince is ob
viously somewhat pissed off , and 
swears vengeance on Tsarkon. So 
much for the plotl You control the 
prince, who must find the 8 rings of 
power with which to defeat Tsarkon. 
These rings are scattered about a 
world made up of 14 tow ns and 
villages and around 14 dungeons. 
with a sizeable wilderness area con
necting these locations. In the towns 
and villages are found people who 
will give you advice, maps, etc . and 
shops such as equipment shops, Inns, 
Taverns. Weapons shop, Magic shop, 
etc. from which items and essential 
supplies may be bought. Once a 
village or town has been thoroughly 
explored, the next stop is usually the 
nearby dungeon. where items vital to 
obtaining the rings may be found, al
ong with various items of weaponry 
and armour. All the time whilst in du
ngeons (and whilst in the wilderness.> 
the prince is confronted by monsters 
such as Kobolds, Sorcerors , Undead 
and so on. KHling these results in an 
increase in both money and exper 
ience points, both of which are vital 
to your prolonged survival. 
The thing that makes Sword such a 
brilliant game is that nothing has 
been ignored or compromised . WhNst 
the game contains some rather tasty 
graphics (particularly the bosses, 
which are brilliantly drawn> and some 
absolutely fantastic music <some of 
the best heard on the MD> the game 
play itself has not suffered as a re
sult. <Though it may be a little simple 
for hardened RPG freaks.> Couple 
this with the unobtrusive control 
method <A simple menu system 
which, although a little limited , is be
tter that the icon controlled systems 
currently in vogue.> and you have a 
tremendously addictive game. <I once 
played it for around 8 hours in a 
single day, something I cannot say 
about any other Engine or MD game.> 
If RPGs are your bag, check this one 
out. It's finger lickin' good!! 

Graphics - 80% Sound - 95% 
PlayabHity - 97% V.F.M. - 85% 
Overall - 94% 

MICK■Y MOUSl!;CASTLE 
OP ILLUSION 

Mt9adii11t 6y &ya 
SuppUd 6y PM Ga.nus 

Mickey Mouse , everyone's favorite 
rodent and most famous crea t ion of 



that nice Walter Disney chap, finally 
gets to star in his own MD game. He's 
come a long way since 'Steamboat 
Mickey', you know. 
The story. it seems, is that Mickey 
and Minnie were dancing in the woods 
one day, happy as can be. Just as 
they were looking like getting down to 
a spot of 'how 's yer father', along 
came a nasty old witch on a 
broomstick and kidnapped Minnie. 
Mickey is understandably peeved at 
being deprived of the opportunity to 
get his oats, and so journeys to the 
Castle of Ulusion to attempt to rescue 
his bit of skirt. What this boils down 
to In practical term.~ is a five level 
platform game. each level being split 
into three or four stages, plus a boss 
at the end of each level. Each level 
has a loose theme to it. Level 1 is set 
in a forest. where Mickey has to face 
such adversaries as mushrooms, 
trees. spiders and so on, and the 
boss at the end is a log with an evil 
griMing face . Cl kid you notn Level 2 
has a toy theme. with lots of toy 
soldiers, jack-in-the-boxes, etc. 
Level 3 has a watery there. Level 4 
contains lots of household items. and 
Level 5 actually looks like a castle, 
with lots of nasty knights and so on. 
Mickey may only be a mouse <and 
quite an old one at that!>, but he's no 
wimp. As well as being able to leap 
about in the usual manner. he can 
also rid himself of his opponents by 
either throwing apples or spheres at 
them, or jumping upon their heads. 
Help is also given in the form of 
apples. energy stars and other items 
for Mickey to collect. 
I must admit at this point that I'm no 
fan of platform games <apart from 
some of Taito's better efforts) but 
Castle of Illusion is a bloody 
marvellous game - perfect in almost 
every way. Graphically the game is 
really something. The animation is 
some of the best ever seen - the way 
Mickey leaps about is brilliant. The 
sprites and backdrops are also of 
extremely high standard - really cute 
and colourful. In addition to this, there 
is also a multitude of lovely effects 
such as waterfalls. underwater 
sections and so on. Also worthy of a 
mention is the parallax scrolling, 
which is some of the best I've seen 
(Check out the inside of the milk 
bottle on level 4 - amazing!>. 
Sound is also used to great effect. 
with music and sound effects that 
suit the game perfectly. (Particularly 
the wonderful music on Level 1 
section 3). 
Gameplay wise, Castle of Ulusion is 
superb - truly addictive, and lots of 
variety too, and although hardened 

platform freaks wlN probably fild the 
game fairly easy even on maximum 
difficulty level. it's stll a good game 
to play even after you have finished 
it. Take my advice. check out Castle 
of Nlusion today, you won't regret it. 

Graphics - 94% Sound - 91% 
Playability - 92% V.F.M. - 90% 
Overall - 92% 
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MICIC£1" MOUSE 

A console game about Mickey 
Mouse? Must be a kiddies game, you 
know the sort of thing- adding, 
subtracting, C for Cat and all that. 
Must be ..... . 
Think again! 
Mickey Mouse starts off with a lovely 
intro showing Mickey and Minnie 
skipping along on a summers days 
<aaahll accompanied by some 
wonderfully atmospheric music. 
Suddenly Minnie is swept away by an 
evil witch (boo! hiss!> end Mickey 
runs after her, only to see that she 
has escaped with his beloved to The 
Castle of Nlusion. 
It's a shame more games don·t start 
in this way as it really does impress 
and also can be used to tell the story 
<as it does here>. 
On pressing Start, you see Mickey 
sitting in a swing which you can move 
up and down to access the options. 
Pressing C whilst next to an option 
makes Mickey turn a handle and 
change the options setting! Nice idea. 
The options are: Difficulty <Practice, 
Normal. Hard), Sound Test and 
Control <which button does what>. 
After you press Start. off we go to 
the first level. Two of the three 
buttons are used: one for jump/ 
attack and the other for shot. The 
remaining button is also used for 
shot. 
The first level is set in the woods and 
there is some wonderful parallax and 
lovely graphics to depict the scene 
perfectly. Mickey himself is fairly 
large on screen (about 3/ 4 of en inch 
high> and is animated perfectly
Disney would be proud! When you 
jump, Mickey·s back leg stays out 
straight and the other one curls right 
up- great stuff! 
To start with, Mickey has no 
firepower so to kill any enemies 
which come at him you must press 
jump twice which causes Mickey to 
land on baddies with his bum!!! Soon 
enough, apples are found lying about 
and these can be thrown at 
attackers. 
Various collectables are encountered 
during the game. Stars give Mickey 
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energy (you start with 3 dots of 
energy and can boost this up to 5). 
Diamonds and money sacks are 
worth points, apples and blue bells 
are firepower and there are also 
extra lives <tries) to be found. 
The basic idea of the game is to get • 
to the exit of each stage by 
negotiating various obstacles along 
the way. However, some levels • 
require a key to be found etc. 
The graphics in Mickey Mouse really 
are 'cartoon like' and ell are 
beautifully drawn- someone has 
obviously taken a lot of time over the 
visuals. The second stage of level 
one is particularly nice Cleaves to be 
used as lifts. spiderwebs glistening in 
the dew etc, all is glorious parallax!>. 
A mention must also go to the 
scrolling- absolutely flawless- and 
when you are running down walls it is 
amazingly fast <faster than Striderlll>. 
The music doesn't let the side down 
either. All the tunes are really 
straight out of one of Mickey's 
cartoons and fit the individual stages 
like a glove. listen out for some nice 
instrument sounds! 
Each level is split into 3 stages (all of 
which are of a good size> followed by 
an end of level guardian. There ere 5 
levels shown in the booklet (maybe 
more?) and this makes Mickey 
Mouse a very large game which _ 
should keep most people happy for a 
long time. 
The practice level only allows the 
player to play up to level 3 <a bit like 
the practice level in Golden Axe) 
which is a nice way of doing things. 
The normal level is very well graded 
and gets steadily herder <the end of 
level guardian on level 3 is VERY 
hard!!!>. 
The gameplay is simple enough and 
easy to get into (but hard to get out 
of- very addictive!) and the difficulty 
setting will make you want to come 
back for more. 
The programmers have also added 
some nice touches eg when you 
stand close to the edge of a platform 
Mickey teeters, loses his balance 
and uses his arms to stabilize 
himself!- nice! 
Mickey Mouse is a top class MD 
game which oozes quality in all 
departments. 
Highly recommended! 

Graphics - 93% Sound - 93% 
Playability - 90% V.F.M - 90% 

. Overall - 91% 



TECH TIPS ..... CONSOLE ■A'ZINE 
have a pemament option but be carehi you loae It if 
Sbider ctops in the water. ~tc. · More Super Tips, Hints, Cftta.ts, etc. •• ~ 

tmnsfattc! 6y Supmno tnmsfator Thi Ono. 

* VAL.JS I: Engine 
On the title aaeen. press I, I, Up, Down, Rv1t. Left. then 
Rll"I for the ..oope! You've anady had that one! 

* WON>ERBOY I: Engine (Thanx to Jamee Dobeon) 
Push control in any drection and Rll"I to continue 
where you left off <an old tip!>. Here are the directions 
to the last level Maze. 

* DARRJS PWS: Engine 
On the title screen. hold I then press select for the Game 
Level Select Here you can alter the dfficuty level. and ifs 
not a con Ike Super Stinoti on the megadive where the 
00n1)Uler al1er8 the runber of Ives you have. but it 
actualy gets <ifficut! lnfi'1i18 Continue Mode - If you want 
to conti'lue on any zone apart from A Zone, when ifs 
game over. wait for it to go back to the title screen. Presa 
select then vole! 

* NAXAT STADIUM: Engine 
Go to the 'continue', on the pennant mode, and input the 
folowi1g passwords: 

'SOUND' for the 80ll1d test 
'BOUND' for an extremely boulcy bal <!?> 
• 4GN.EN' for the 4 screens i"I one b"ick. 

tGo Acroea 
21<1 Monster 
3.GoAaoss 
4.KilSnake 
5. Go Down and Rv1t + Kl 3 Demons 
6. Go Down the Wei and Right 
7. Go Left 
8. Go Down Wei and take the fi"st hole on the right 
9.Repeat8 
10. Go Acroea 
11. Jwnp at hole in ceing + go back left 
12. Kl Monster with fire arou,d tim that has appeared. 
Go back rvit to hole in ceing 
13. Go Up on platform that have appeared 
14. Kl snake to the right 
15. Up again 
16.Right 
17. Go Across 

~ F1 ~Ct.JS: E,vne 18. Kl Monster 
On the title screen hold I. II, Up then press Rll't. for a Le 19. Go Up and Aaoss 
Mans type machine. Input N as yoes name for a Ferrari. 20. Go Down wel 
Enter YOU" name i1 the Name Entry. The squat YOU" anor 2t Go Left 
to the symbol in the Down Rvtt comer. The hold Select 22 Aaoss Left + keep Going 
then press Rm. 23. Face the Dragon. 
On the ti1le screen. hold Down and press Rll"I for the 

SollldTest * Gradiua II: Super Famicom 
Start in the constructors mode. Mt before the race 
starts. when the si91al lght& appear 'lr'I YOU" screen hold I 
then rapicly press Up for an ll'tbelevable acceleration. 

* THE LEGEN> OF VALKYRIE: ErQne 
Here's two usefu pessword: 

Note: Make Sift that you have left a space between the 
letters: 
You shoud have a fak" amou,t of items. gold & Life. 

BELABO 
MANDA 

I have to say I fOll"ld this by accident (0ml Nearing 
the end of stage 2. wha'1 the bd:>blee with alens in 
appear. enter the hole wha"e the babble alena come 
from the bottom. to enter secret bonus level. Here you 
can gai'1 extra pods. points and several extra Ives. 
1-bwever. shoud you die here. you1 retun to stage 2 
with sod al and likely daathl If anyone, has 
conaidared Konarnl"'s standard cheat mode eg. pausing 
game. press Up, Up, Dowm Down. Left. Rvtt Left. 
RWtt, B. A.-. it doesn't work on this game. You do get 
FULL power. but you blow up too!! Also. you can 
aelect which level you wish to play_ ermm.. I won't tall 
you how, but if you coniple1a the game i1 HARD mode. 
you1 be told at the end. but ifs shown very brief! 

f"Jlc) There are tons off q,e for Super Mario World. so n leave 

You can start from stage 1 at the maxinun level. this game for next issue. eg. Where are al the secret levels. 
and how to aoc e e e 1hem. how m get 99 llves. etc.. 

* STADER: Megactive 
For the contiiue mode _ at the start of the game on the '# PILOT WINGS: Super Farnicom (Thanx to LeeLee & 

bit where the GRAND MASTER begins to acrol ~ Mark. not_ to mention keepiig me up al nighLor ahoud I 
press A. C, B. C. A. say momng> . 
On Game Over you are 9V8J1 a chance to continue up to Here are some codae for this ace game: 
3 times. 394391 108048 
After getting two options. the Lepea d type option 773224 400718 
appears. But don't get it and get tit on pt.rp088 80 that 165411 780357 
YOU" two options disappears. Then get the Lepeord- The last code ia Expert Mode stage 3. if anyone has 
panther type option (maki'lg SU"& that you don't get tit) got ftrther. pl& BBB let UB know. . 
and wait for it to tlm into a normal option. You shoud now Oh Yeah. try landing on the roovtng targets for the 

Bonus games (apart from the ight plane ofcotnel 
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REVIEWS 
JOHN MADDEN'S FOOT

BALL 
MEGADRlVE - BY ELECTRON lC ARTS 

America's favourite sport arrives on 
the MD courtesy of EA, and does it in 
style!!! Since this is a Genesis 
cartridge, all the on screen text and 
the instructions are in English and 
don't expect to pay less that 40 quid 
for this game. 
The game starts with some aweso
me Rob Hubbard music <the old Co
mmodore 64 genius strikes back!) to
gether with sampled shouts of 'HUT!' 
and all the eccentricities of the grea
test computer musician ever are the-

re! 
Pressing Start brings up the options. 
These are as follows: Season Mode 
<Regular, Sudden Death or Playoff>. 
Visiting Team (can be controlled by 
player 1. player 2 or John Madden and 
can be any of the NFL teams>. Home 
Team <as Visiting team>. Period length 
(5 or 15 mins). 
After setting up the game as you 
wish. pressing Start brings up John 
Madden's evaluation of both teams. 
This is useful since it details each 
team 's strengths and weaknesses. 
Press Start again and it's kick off 
time! 
The referee runs on pitch and the 
whole field (divided into 10 yard zo
nes> scrolls in parallax! Very nice! 
Next. either you or the other player 
kicks off and it's into the game for 
real. 
Obviously I could go on for pages and 
pages trying to explain the rules and 
plays involved in American Football, 
but basically the idea is to throw or 
run with the ball for at least 10 yards 
at a time in order to gain a 'first down' 
which then enables you to have 
another 4 goes at throwing or run
ning the ball 10 yards or more. If you 
do not manage to run/throw the ball 
10 yards. it's the second down and 
you only have another 2 chances. 

The overall aim is to get the ball into 
the opposing team's ·end zone' and 
score a 'touchdown' for 6 points. 
Then, you have to kick the extra 
point (like a kick after a try in rugby). 
If you lose the ball (either because 
you don't manage to get the ball 10 
yards in 4 attempts or because the 
opposition gains possession), the 
other team then tries to get a touch
down. 
This is a VERY simple explanation 
but all is clarified in the very good 
manual that comes with the game <al
though it is very Americanised!>. 
When you have the ball. you can then 
choose between a stack of plays 

(running or throwing) and then 
control the quarterback. After 
a throw, you then control a re
ceiver who you must move into 
the right space in order to 
catch the ball. On running 
plays, you control the runner 

, and can spin round or crunch 
through the opposition! 
The graphics are of a very 
high quality (all in 3-D per
spective) and the sprites of 
the players are all well detai
led and beautifully animated. 
The sound effects during the 
game are also very good and 
the speech is the best yet (in
cluding shouts of 'HUT', 'IT'S 

GOOD' etc). There is no music du
ring the game but the title piece and 
various other arrangements are ex
cellent and have a completely diffe
rent sound to the Japanese game 
music. 
At first the sheer mass of plays/ 
options in from of you looks very 
daunting and you don't imagine that 
you'll ever pick up how to play the 
game. However, it doesn't take long 
(especially after reading the manual> 
to get some good moves together 
and start hitting the MD with some 
great touchdowns! 
Two player mode is great and ob
viously adds a lot more fun and long 
term interest to an already brilliant 
game. 
Graphics and sound are both ex
cellent and this is one addictive (and 
ridiculously long lasting) game. 
John Madden's Football is an 
essential purchase for sports game 
fans <and if you are a fan of US foot
ball then don't even hesitate!) and 
even if you don't fall into either cate
gory, you'd be a fool to overlook this 
stunning game. 
Very highly recommended. 

Graphics - 93% Sound ·· 92% 
Playability - 93% V.F.M - 95% 
Overall - 94% 

If'\ 

CONSOLE MA'ZINE 
c:A( ... .,, 900.d 

SHADOW DANCER 
MLGADRIYE - BY SEGA 

Finally, the sequel to the classic Su
per Shinobi arrives, but was it worth 
the wait? 
Sega have obviously realised that 
nice intros to games are a good idea 
<with Mickey Mouse as well> and so 
Shadow Dancer starts off with a re
ally well done intro. The story is told 
Un English!> and various graphic pie
ces which relate to different parts of 
the tale pop up here and there. Fi
nally, Mr Shinobi himself jumps out at 
the screen (with a nicely drawn 
sunset behind him>. 
Pressing Start brings up the familiar 
start or options choice. Choose 
options and you can change the 
following: Mode <Normal or Non-Shu
riken >. Level (difficulty), Control 
(which button does what> and Sound 
Test. 

5+1AJ:Ol,JJ'A~' "come oN JJC66i ... HEEL. .. • 

Button 'A' activates magic. button 'B' 
unleashes attacks <ie either throws 
shuriken or slashes sword) and 
button ·c· is for jumping. 
The idea of each level is very similar 
to Super Shinobi in that you must 
make your way to the exit. killing 
anything that stands in your way. Ho
wever, instead of simply making a 
rush to the way out as in the pre
vious game. in Shadow Dancer you 
must first rescue a set amount of 
hostages. This is done by searching 
for and walking into people who are 
crouched down at various places on 
each level. You are not allowed off 
the level until all of the hostages 
have been rescued. 
You are accompanied by your trusty 
dog, who isn't just there to look im
pressive or bark at people (although 
he does the latter quite a lot!>. 
Holding down the ·s· button causes 
the dog to zoom across the screen in • 
a flash and attack the nearest per
son! This can be very useful in situa
tions where you might get killed 
trying to attack the enemy. The dog 
grapples with the bad guy which 



RAVEN GAMES LONDON 
66 Durham Road, Bromley, Kent BR2 0SW Tel: 0814642933 

OPENING HOURS: 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10am-6pm SATURDAY: Please ring as times vary 

NINTENDO FAM/COM ~~ GAMEBOY 
Super Fami com (Pal or Scart) 

inc Super Ma rio Wor ld + F Zero ............. CALL 
SOFlWARE 
Super Mario Worl d (Ove r 80 levels) ........ £44 .95 
F Zero ........ ............... ............................. £44 .95 
Bombuzal ................. ... .......... ......... ....... £44 .95 
Final Fight ......... ... ....... ....... .... ................ £49 .95 
Populous ............... : ...................... ......... £49 .95 
Pilot Wings .............. ............................... £49.95 
Act Raiser ........... ................................... £49 .95 
Gradius Ill .................. ............................ £49 .95 
SD The Great Battle ....... ........................ £49 .95 

+ more . Please ring for latest releases . 
Most of the above titles have battery back up 

-faEraDRIUE 
Sega Megadrive (Pal) ....................... .... £155 .00 
Sega Megadrive (Pal) inc Game ........... £169 .00 
Sega Megadrive (Scart) inc Game ........ £169.00 
Japanese/English Games Converter ..... £19 .95 
Arcade Power Slick ................................ £39 .95 
Megapad Turbo/Slow mode- NEW ........ £19 .95 
Megadr ive Fan (Japanese Magazine) .... ... £8 .99 
SOFlWARE 
World Cup Soccer ............ ..... ....... ..... ..... £32 .95 
Super Hang On ................ ...................... £32 .95 
Last Battle ... .... .............. ... ...................... £32.95 
Golden Axe ............................................ £34 .95 
New Zealand Story ......... ........................ £31 .95 
Afterburner ll .......... ................ ................ £34 .95 
Phantasy Star 11 ....... ........... ............ ........ £39 .95 
D.J. Boy .............. .... ....... .... ....... ........ ..... £32 .95 
Batman .................. ......... ................ ....... £37 .95 
Super Monaco GP (USA Version) .......... . £39 .95 
Super Shinobi (USA Version) ................. £39 .95 
Space Invaders 90 ................. ................ £34 .95 
Hellfire ................ ............ ....................... £34 .95 
Dynamite Duke ... ............ ....... ................ £34 .95 
Mickey Mouse ...... .................................. £34.95 
Shadow Dance r ... .................................. £34 .95 
Lake rs Vs Celtic .............. ... .................. .. £34 .95 
John Maddens Football ................... ....... £39.95 
Ringside Angel (Wrestling) ...... ...... ......... £34 .95 
Hard Drivin ...... ..... ..... ..................... ..... .. . £34 .95 
Battle Squadron ............... ...................... £37.95 
Atomic Robokid ............... .... ................... £34 .95 
Elementary Master ......... ...................... .. £34.95 
Crackdown .......................................... . £34 .95 
Magical Hat............................ . £34 .95 
Vermi llion 

(RPG with battery back up + Hint book) £49 .95 
Darius 11.... ................................ ..£44 .95 
Heavy Unit ............................................. £34 .95 
Alesfe Mush a..................... ... £34 .95 
Wonderboy Il l ........................ .... .. .......... £34 .95 
Dangerou s Seed .............................. ...... £34 .95 
Gar ius ............ ..... ......... ........... ............. £37 .95 
Techno Cop ........................................ ... £39 .95 
Trampol ine Terror ........ ................. .... ..... £34 .95 
Super Volleyball ..... .................... ............ £34.95 
Gain Ground ............ ......... ....... .... .......... £34 .95 
Ka Ge Ki ................................ ............ ... £39 .95 
Sword of Sodan ....................... ... ..... ....... £34 .95 
Gynoug ............. ............................ ......... £37 .95 
Wrestle Ball ...... .......... ............................ £34 .95 
Aero Blasters ......................................... £34.95 

PC Engine GT Hand Held 
Inc Gunhed II ............. _____ £330.00 

PC Engine Core Gratx (pal) .... ........ ..... . £155 .00 
PC Engine core grafx (pal) inc Game .... £169 .00 
PC Engine (scart) incgame .... ....... ..... .. £159 .00 
PC Engine Super Gratx (pal) 

inc Granzort ....... ..... .... ........ ............... £285 .00 
PC Engine Super Grafx (scart) 
inc Battle Ace .... ........... ............ ....... ... £275 .00 

CD Rom+ lnterface .......... .......... ......... £299 .00 
PC Engine Japanese Magazines .... .......... £7 .50 
SOFlWARE 
Tales of the Monster Path ....... ..... ........ ... £17.95 
Drunken Master ............ .... ............. ........ £17 .95 
Wonderboy Ill ........ ....... ......................... £24 .95 
Dragon Spirit ................ .. ..... ................... £25 .95 
Pacland ...... .................................. ......... £25.95 
Shinobi .............. ............ ................ ........ £29 .95 
Tiger Heli ........ ..... ............... ................... £31 .95 
Legendary Axe ................... ............ ........ £34 .95 
Chase HQ ....... ..... ......................... ........ . £34 .95 
Formation Soccer ..... ............ ........... ....... £36 .95 
Don Doko Don .......................... ............. £34 .95 
Devil Crash ..... .... .............. ................. .... £34.95 
Klax ..... ........................... ........ ............... l'34.95 
Legend of Valkira ........... ............. ........... £34.95 
Operation Wolf ........................ ............... £34 .95 
Legendary Axe II ......... .. ......................... £34.95 
Ft Circus ...... ......................... ................ £34 .95 
Afterburner II ......................... ............. .... £34 .95 
Batman ............. .............. ...................... . £34 .95 
Rabid Lepus ......... ........... ......... ............. . £34 .95 
Thunderblade ............. .. .... ... ....... ....... .... £34 .95 
Bomberman .... .... ....... ............. ... .......... .. £34 .95 
Street Fighter (CD Rom) ..... ....... ............. £39 .95 
Burning Angels .................................... .. £34.95 
Dai Sen Pu ............................................. £34.95 
Alice in Wonderland ................. .... .......... £34.95 
Cyber Combat Police .............. ..... .......... £34 .95 
Toy Shop Boys (Shoot em up) .............. .. £34 .95 
Avenger (CD Rom) ................................. £36 .95 
Out Run ...... ............................ ............... £37 .95 
Alice 's Dream ..................................... ... £37.95 
Son of Dracula ....................................... £34 .95 
ST Dragon ........ ... .... ...... .......... ........ .... .. £34 .95 
Overide .......... ......... .......... ... ...... ..... .... ... £34 .95 

-«GAMEGEAR 
Sega Game Gear inc Game ................. £179.00 
SOFTWARE 
Columns ........................... ............. ........ £27.95 
Pengo ........................... ......................... £27.95 
Super Monaco GP ................................ .. £27.95 
Wonderboy ....................................... .... £27.95 
G Loc ............ ........................................ . £27 .95 
Sokoban ................ .... ....... ..................... £27 .95 
Junct ion ................................................. £27.95 
Goll .................... ............................... ..... £27.95 

r;;_:~ 
Neo-Geo Console Includes ~ 

Memory Card + Joystick 
(English Text Version) ................. ....... £350 .00 

LA TEST SOFlWARE 
Ninja Combat ................................ ....... £185 .00 
Super Spy ..... ........ ....... ....................... . £185 .00 
Cyberlip ...................... ......................... £185 .00 
Joy Joy Kid .......................... ....... .......... £189 .00 
Bowling .......................................... .. .... £189 .00 

Gameboy + Tetris ... ... ...... .... .... .... .... ... ... £69.95 
Hard carry case ............ .................... ...... £12 .95 
Game pacs carry case (Stores 12 pacs) .... £9 .95 
Caseboy 

(Plastic cover for your Gameboy) .......... £19.95 
Wideboy (Magnifying glass) ........... .... .. .. £19.95 
Gameboy Japanese Magazines ........ ..... .. £7 .50 
SOFTWARE 
Batman ... ................ .... ......... ... ..... .... ..... . £26 .95 

~~ri::~:::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~;:~; 
~:~~~~tii~g·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::'.:::::::::::::~~:~; 
Double Dragon .... ......... .... ..... .. ....... ..... ... £26 .95 
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles .. .... ......... .. £27.95 
Final Fantasy Legend ... ..... ... .... ........... ... £29.95 
Boulderdash .... ..... .... ........... ..... ...... ... .... £25 .95 
Paperboy ................................ ............... £26.95 
Spiderman ....... ..... .... .... ...... ...... .... ...... ... £26.95 
Duck Tails ... ..... ...... ... .... ..... ...... ...... ....... . £26.95 
Dracula .... .... .......... ..... ....... .... ..... ...... .... , £25.95 
Side Pocket. ...... ..... ... ...... ......... ....... ... ... . £25 .95 
Battle Ping Pong ......... .... ...... ..... ... .... .... . £25.95 
Lunar Lander .... .... ....... ...... ......... .... .. ..... £25 .95 
Radar Mission .............. ........... ........ ....... £25.95 
War of the Monster ....... ........... ..... ....... ... £25.95 
Space Invaders ....... ....... ........ ... ... ...... .... £25 .95 
Pinball Party ................ .... ..... ... ........... ... . £25 .95 
NFL American Football .............. ... .... ...... £25 . 95 
Bubble Ghost ........ ................... ... ........... £25.95 
Bomberboy ... ............ ...... .... .. .. ......... .... .. £25 .95 
Dr . Mario .................. ...... .... .. ... ...... ......... £25.95 
Ninja Adventure .......... ..... ... .... ..... ......... . £25 .95 
Ghostbusters II .......... ..... ... ....... ........ ... .. £26.95 
Skate or Die ... ... ...... ..... .... ........... ..... .. .... £26 .95 
Pacman ..... .............. ... .... ... ..... .... ... .... .... £25.95 
Bubble Bobble ......... .......... ..... .... ...... ..... £25.95 
Head On .......... ... ............. ....... ....... ........ £25 .95 
F1 Race ...... .... ............. ......... ........ .... ..... £25 .95 
Gremlins II ............ ............. ..... ..... .......... £25 .95 
Robocop ........................ ......... ..... ....... ... £26.95 
Angry Man ...... ..... ..................... ....... ...... £26 .95 
Dragon Tail ..... ... .... ... .......... ..... ..... .... ..... £25.95 
Chase HQ ............. ...... ........ ...... ......... .... £26.95 
Super Contra ............. ......... .... ... .... ........ £26.95 
F1 Spirit ..... ............. ....... ... ............... .. ... . £26 .95 
Jackie Chan 's Kung Fu ........ ... .... ..... .. .... £26.95 

A.LYNX 
Atari Lynx inc California Games, 

2 player lead and Power Adaptor ... ... . £129 .99 
SOFTWARE 
Blue Lightening ... ..... ................ ..... ..... .... £29 .95 
Electrocop ................... ..... ... ... ............... £29.95 
Gates of Zendoco ........ ...... ............. ........ £29 .95 
Chips Challenge .... .. ...... ...... .......... ......... £29 .95 
Gauntlet Ill .............. ...... ....................... .. £34 .95 
Klax .......... ........ ....................... ........ ...... £34 .95 
Slime World ....................... ....... ............. £34 .95 
Paperboy ... ...... .... .......... ..... ........... ........ £34 .95 
Zarior Mercenary .............. ..... ....... .......... £34 . 95 
Rygar ................... .......... ......... ...... ......... £34 .95 
Rampage .............. .. ....... ....... .. ..... ......... . £34 .95 
A.P .B .................... ... ........ .... .. ......... ......... JAN 
Vindicators ..... .................... ............ .... ..... .. JAN 
World Soccer ...... ..... ... ............. .... .... .... ..... JAN 

WE NOW HAVE A WIDE SELECTION OF SECOND HAND GAMES AVAILABLE FOR THE ABOVE MACHINES 

Ring for latest releases Gameboy /Lynx/PC Engine/Neo Geo/Nintendo/Sega . We have a lot more available than listed above. 
SAE for full price lists Please make Cheques+ PO's to : RAVEN GAMES LONDON. 

P&P Machines : Gameboy £2/GT Game Gear £3/Engine Lynx £4/Megadrive Neo-Geo Famicom £5/Games £1 (Execpt Neo-Geo £2 .50) 

~ GUARANTEED FAST DELIVERY ~ 



(MAIL ORDER) (SHOP & MAIL ORDER) 

PC Engine Supplies 
223B Waterloo Road 

Cobridge S-O-T 
. Staffs ST6 2HS 
(Registered Office) 

Console Concepts 
The Vilage 

Newcastle-U-Lyme 
Staffs STS 1 QB 

Telephone 0782 712759 (9.00 am TO 6.30 pm) 0782 213993 (6.00 pm to 7.30 pm) (Orders only) 
- All engulrles daytime number onlv. Trade •~ulrtes welcome. -
~ Access and Visa now accepted VAT No. S'36 8202 45. Fax No. 0782 208429 . MM ·OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR GUARANTEE 

PC ENGINE SEGA MEGADRIVE 
PACK 1 
INCS:- MEGAORIVE (TV OR 
SCART), 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
PACK2 
INCS:-MEGADRIVE (TV OR SCART), 
JOYPAD 

NINTENDO SUPER FAMICOM 
INCS:-SUPER, FAMICOM (TV OR SCART), 2 
JOYPADS, BOMBOOZAL & F ZERO 
OR SUPER MARIO WORLD (2 ganae) 

£ca1t for 111911 pack prlcl 

PC ENGINE 
GTHANDHELD 
& FREE BATMAN GAME 

£ call for 111911 prkla 

INCS:-PC CORE GRAFX, 
(TVOR SCART), 1 JOYPAD, 
1 GAME (YOUR CHOICE), 
2 GAMES (OUR CHOICE), 

JOYPAD & ANY GAME UPTO £33 
& ANY 3 GAMES FROM BELOW: 
AXIS, BURNING FORCE E-SWAT, 
FA TMAN ALTERED BEAST. GRANADA 

£180.00 + P+P £190.00 + P&P 

SEGA MAGADRIVE (IMPORT) 

GAIRES £33 
GAINGROUNO £33 
ATOMIC ROBOKIO £33 
HEAVY UNIT £33 
DANGEROUS SEED £33 
SV.ORD OF SOOAN £39 
DARIUS Ill £35 
ELEMENTAL MASTER £33 
MICKEY MOUSE £33 
SHADOW DANCER £35 
MUSHA ALESTE £35 
B6TTlE SQUADRON £39 
JOHN MAOOON £39 
FIRE SHARK £33 
STRIDER £39 
MONACO GP £39 
CRACKDOWN £33 
MAGICAL HAT £33 
VERMILLION 1:39 
PHANTASY STARR II £36 
E-SWAT £29 
WONDERBOY £33 
KAGEKI £35 
AERO BLASTER £33 
SUPER VOLLEY BALL £33 
TIGER HELL £35 
SONIC HEDGEHOG £33 
WRESTlE WARS C35 
HARD DRIVIN C30 

NINTENDO GAMEBOY 

ALL USA TITlES £25.00 
ALL JAP TITLES £20.00 
NINJA T\JRTlES 
BATMAN 
DOUBLE DRAGON 
FINAL FANTASY LEGEND 
ROBOCOP 
CHASE HO 
GHOSTBUSTERS 

• GREMLINS II 
HEAOON 
GARGOYLES QUEST 
KARATE BOY (FIGHTING) 
BOULDERDASH 
BUBBLE BOBBLE 
ONE MAN & HIS BLOB 
PACMAN 
DUCK TALES 
CONTRA 
El SPIRIT 

AXIS £29 
ARROWFLASH £25 
CYBERBALL £29 
OJ BOY £25 
FATMAN £25 
GRANADA £29 
HELLFIRE £29 
INSECTOR X £29 
MOONWALK ER £29 
DARWIN £25 
RING-SIDE ANGEL £35 
SPACE INVADERS 110 £33 
LAKER VS CHEL TICS 1:39 
BASKET BALL £29 
ZANY GOLF £33 
XOR £29 
COLUMNS £30 
A PALMER GOLF 1:39 
RAST AN SAGA II £25 
POPULOUS 1:39 
BUOOKAN £39 
GHOSTBUSTERS £30 
GOLDENAXE £30 
DYNAMITE DUKE £30 
ALEX KOO £25 
AL TE RED BEAST £29 
JUNCTION £29 
MEGAPANEL £29 
VOLFIEO £33 

SUPER FAMICOM GAMES 

SUPER MARIOWORLD 
FINAL FIGHT 
GRADIUS Ill 
PILOT WINGS 
R TYPE II 
POPULOUS 
F-ZERO 
UL TR.AMAN CLUB 
SIMCITY 
BIG RUN 
BOMBOOZAL 
SUPER GHOULS & GHOSTS 
POWERMONGER 
HOLE IN 1 PROFESSIONAL GOLF 

Pf.EASE CAU FOR THE BEST PRICES 
ON THE ABOVE 

£165.00 
BEFORE PARTNG WITH YOUR HARO EARNED MOM:Y, 

TRY Olll ~BEATABLE SERVICE+ PRICES. 

SEGA GAMEGEAR 

GAMEGEAR+ 
1 FREE GAME 
GLOC 
COLUMNS 
BASEBALL 
MONACO GP 

PENGO 

NEOGEO 

NEO GEO CONSOLE 
VIETNAM 
SUPERSPY 
GOLF 
MAGICIAN LORD 
NINJA COMBAT 

ALL FROII c:90.00 

ATARI LYNX 

ATARI LYNX 
BLUE LtGHlNING 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 
CHIPS CHALLENGE 
ELECTRO COP 

£129.00 
30.00 
30.00 
30.00 

GATES OF ZENDECON 
GAUNTLET Ill 

30.00 
30.00 
35.00 

SLIME WORLD 35.00 

£130 

£25 
£25 
£25 
£25 

£2 

£350.00 

BEWAREOFIMITATORS Wen 
one of tlfl largest importers of 
Japan6S8 consdeslgamss in the I.J(. 
We will still be here when olhers 

PC ENGINE 

Al PC engine IIIIN £33.00 unleu Cllherwile ltaled 
OUTRUN FIGHTING STREET 
TAITO WRESTllNG CO ROM £40 
OVERRIDE AFTERBURNERII 
MARCHEN MAZE LEG AXE II 
TOY SHOP BOYS AERO BLASTER 
VIOLENT SOLDIER DIE HARD 
HURRICANE (1943) WRING 
BURNING ANGELS IMAGE FIGHT 
SAINT DRAGON OP WOLF 
DEVIL CRASH RABID LEPUS 
AVENIGER (CD ROM) DON OOKO DON 
SUPER THUNOERBLADE AFTERBURNER II 
CYBER COMBAT POLICE BATMAN (£30.00) • 
ALICE IN WONDERLAND DIE HARD (£30.00) 
YS 1+2 (CD ROM) £40 FINAL BLASTER 
DARIUS PLUS GAMOLA SPEED 
KLAX OPERATION WOLF 
PC KIO POWERDRIFT 
W-WNG 

SEND SAE FOR COLLECTORS LIST 
LOAD.S MORE TTTLES 

ACCESSORIES 

IIEGADRIVE 
CARRYCASE C30 
INFRARED STICK £35 
PRO 1 STICK £30 
UK/JAP CONVERTOR £18 
ARCADE POWERSHOK UO 
8 BIT CONVERTOR £30 
JOYPAO £15 
JAPMAG ~ 

GAMEBOY 
CONSOLE DELUXE 
CARRY CASE 
CASE BOY 
LIGHT BOY 
GAMELGHT 
STEREO ADAPTOR 
BATTERY PACK 

disappear. 
Sam& day despatch on all VISA/ACCESS/POSTAL ORDERS subject 

1D av81lability (call 0782 712759). All our consoles carry 12 months 
guarantaa. Please add £5.00 P+P for consoles £1.00 P+P for each 

game title rapid despatch 24hr parcel force + Royal Mail 

FINAL REVERSE .. IIDl!WS'IMINOHTTOCHo\HOalWCQWITHOUTNCmflCATION~,--TIIUIGU•QO,'TM■ll-c:11\'S-M 

~~CHE~R~FO~--------------~~~HERE~~~~~~NG~Tol 

I --------------- NAME_____________ I 
I :=============::=============: ADDRESS ______________ I 1 ___________ ------------ I 

I enc:IOH cheque/PO for£______________ I 
I 1----------1-----------1 or charge Acc-'Ylsa No: 

1+------i--------4 ===================== I ,~--------- ------- I I _______ ___, up,y011te_,_,_..,._ I 

b.--__ PLEASE RETURN TO: PC ENGINE SUPPLIES, 223B WATERLOO ROAD, COBRIDGE, STOKE-OH-TREHT, STAFFS sn 2HS. _ _I 

* * * YOU'VE TRIED THE REST!! NOW TRY THE BEST* * * 

£89 
£15 
£20 
£20 
£14 
£Cal 
Cal 



stops him from attacking you and ~1-
lows you to walk in and waste him! 
Beware of some enemies though 
the dog can't hack it with a few of 
them and gets shrunk down to puppy 
size!!. 
Magic comes in 3 forms: flames, 
whirlwind and fireballs. Each has the 
same effect- to inflict severe damcg 
ge on end of level baddies or smart 
bomb the screen during normal play! 
It's a shame that the magic wasn't 
made to do different things like St.p 
per Shinobi, but even so, it does look 
very nice! . 
Various bonuses are found at differ 
rent points- sometimes when you rm 
scue a hostage or kill a bad guy or 
just lying around. These include poN 
wer ups (which make your shots/ 
sword more powerful>, extra lives, 
dog power ups and point bonuses. 
Each level is made up of three stcg 
ges. The third stage of each level is 
always the end of level guardian and 
each level is fairly small. The end of 
level bosses are all tricky to defeat 
and take quite a number of goes to 
suss out how to do them. 
The graphics in Shadow Da~ce~ are 
very nice indeed. Level one s ripply 
fire backdrop <like Thunderforce 3) 
looks great and the scenery and ch~ 
racters are all well drawn. The mam 
sprite is roughly the same size as in 
the original game <maybe a tad 
smaller) and the all sprites are nicely 
animated. 
Music is also good and suits the game 
well: none of the tunes are really 
spectacular, but since we are now 
used to great music on the MD, most 
of it goes by fairly un-noticed unless 
it is really stunning. Sound effects are 
good <the dog bark is realistic bu~ a'!l 
noys after a while!) and add a fair bit 
to the atmosphere. 
Gameplay is enjoyable and addictive 
and the difficulty is set just right to 
allow you to get into the game well 
but not complete it for a while. 
To be fair, Shadow Dancer has a hell 
of a lot to live up to being the sequel 
to Super Shinobi which is pretty unf 
fair since SS was such a fabulous 
game. However, Shadow . Dancer is 
very much in the same vem and fans 
of the original game will love this . . 
Not an essential purchase , but put it 
high on your list of games to ?heck 
out as this is no run of the mill MD 
game! 

Graphics : 89% Sound : 88% 
Playability : 90% V.F.M : 88% 
Overall : 89% 

LAKERS VS CELTICS 
M£GADRIV£ - BY EU,CTRONIC ARTS 

SUPPLI£D BY MEGAWAR£ 

Another EA release this month and 
another sports games from the sof w 
ware house that brought you John 
Madden's Football. 
Again, this is a Genesis cartridge: so 
full English instructions and a fiver 
more! 
The game starts with an ave~age 
title screen (no intro> together with a 
scrolly message <a thing the Japanm 
se programmers never seem to d~>
The title music (by Rob Hubbard) IS 

brilliant (complete with bongos and 
the sliding instrument effects that 
made the man a star on the '64 >. 
On pressing Start. we are presented 
with an array of options: Game type 
<Single/Tournament>. Players (1, 2, 
Demo). Play Mode CArcade/Simulat 
tion), Play Level <Pre-Season. Regul 
lar Season, Showtime), Period length 
(12, 2, 5 or 8 mins) and Music on/off 

socks- they change colour from whi-
te to grey. This is very silly as if you 
stand behind someone else you have 
no idea who you are controlling. In 
two player mode, complete havoc en
sues! 
The gameplay is fairly boring and ~n
eventful and there is no real feehng 
of playing as such (ie everything se
ems planned and out of your con
trol>. The 2 player mode is better 
since you are playing a human who is 
not perfect but even still I found the 
whole thing pretty yawn-worthy! 
MD owners who are not fans of 
basketball or are indifferent should 
definitely pass on this game. Those 
of you who are fans would do better 
to check out Super Real Basketball 
which is far more enjoyable. 
Very disappointing. 

Graphics - 68% Sound - 89% 
Playability - 65% V.F.M - 62% 
Overall - 65% 

(although why you should want to r·1N~' ·1r,~OJ]GG}E~OJ·~··----7~-pm]2T:GSS] 
turn it off I don't know!!>. Also. if you Several million you Neo <Geo 
choose the tournament option the owners may be wondering what's in 
option to resume a 'tourney' is given. s __ t_ o_r_ e ___ fo_ r_ Yp1Jr machineJn the co111in_ g 
This allows you to enter a password future ::.-specially as SNK am::f co;, 
to start from where you left off. have beiog rather quiet of late: SNI<, 
Next. you choose a team. Ther~ are have · 5 games · planned .. : .. they've 
quite a few to decide between 1~cll.d . been very btJsy, TWQ pf .Jh€3(l] arl:l 
ding Boston Celtics. Portland Trallblaz vertical sh<><>t'em up ~ one is called 
zers etc. If you play against the MD. ·. ASO u andJs a dual player.Tatsujin
you can also choose the machine's like :game 'V'iith giam space crafts. 
team. We then see two con · arid some awesome weapons; The 
mmentators who give details about 
the forthcoming game. ....~ .. !!l.'"4tT~~1,~ 
Finally, we are shown the 
players and their stats before 
e being thrown into the 
action. 
It has to be said that the 
graphics are pretty poor- the 
people are badly drawn and 
when they run around there is 
quite a blurry effect. Animal 
tion is o.k (with a few nice 
touches such as swinging 
from the basket> but on the 
whole uninspired. The court 
looks terrible and instantly gil · · · ····· ··· · · 

ves a bad impression. . other is simit~? ~H::~t~le to Flying 
The music is stunning and Shark, again dual play:,. infect, aH the 
suits the game well. Sound effects games are. The third game is similar 
are also good and the speech is e.ic to Epyx,·s Movie Monster, as. you 
ceptional for the MD <ie you can . choose .• a giant · <King Kong, Lizard, 
understand what they say and it is etc.> and romp ar()uncl c.ities. . plus 
well sampled!>. beating the hell t)ut of the other giant 
Control uses all 3 buttons. All buttons size creatut~s. Tht:t last two . are 
have duel purposes for offense and beat·em ups, arid in the same line as 
defense. 'A' shoots or blocks, 'B' Final Fight, nuff said. Again, SNK 
passes or changes the defensive doesn't seem to have .come up .with . 
man and ·c· steals the ball or calls a . anything new, but then again ; ~he 

c.Ma•a 9aa•J time out. Unfortunately the gan · above games are t~e sort ofth1~ 
meplay seems badly flaw_ed; ~he way · you'd expect in the arcades. 
you identify your player 1s with their L.: _ _:_.:__:_:__~ ---'-'----------

II 
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THE GULF REPORT 
CO. ONN LF.F,, CM 

..===========::;- ·-·--·- ··-- ---------- - ----- -- - -- --- --
lATARI Sl!NDS IN LYNX 
A few monlfu a 901 Atari tmnou.nced. 

they wm to ship owr 60 Lyttx cot1.<(1Lt's 
t.o the G u.lf to cf teer u.p t fie A m.eri c1111 
troops. As weff as tftis, Atari ha 1•e 
off m.t! the troops the c/ia.nu w foy 1 :vnx 
macft.ims at r.ost prier.! 

Howtver, information dose to mt. fiavr. 

revw.Cd, the so[rfiers wmn't pCayin9 tftt 
nuu:ft.intS, a.s wfun they swi tctw! tfw con

sof.es on, tit.ey f,fucfu,rf out the wholt a/ 
Saudi Ambia !! 

MAJOR'S 
MAJOR 
John Major 
reminds all 
NOT to buy 
an Iraqi 
Console as 
sanxions are 
still going on 

SCUD 
SOURCE 
With the amount of covera 

NINTENDO GETS IN ON THE ACT 
SAm TrnmiP.1, boss at Atari co 
inmented about the Lynx to the Gulf 

"We're sending American technolo 
gy to the desert". So what about the 
Japanese ... they have played little to 
the war . Well. again, the C.M. spies 
can reveal they are very much in it. 
One question that was on every 
body's mind was , why wasn't 
Saddam's Airforce not retaliating? 
We can reveal . Nintendo have ship 
ped in several hundred Famicoms to 
Iraq to persuade Saddam to pull out 
of Kuwait. and the iraqi airforce 
have got their hand s on them , and 
have been sitting in the concrete 
shelters playing the machines. The 
iraqi pilots are true .ly amazed by the 
technogy of the machines . and don 't 
even head for the air - raid shelters 

when the allies bomb them . e"en 
though the Famicoms are the 8 -bit 
one . Howe ver . they are not too im
pressed with the game that co mes 
with the machin e - Super Mario Bros .. 
as Mario is italian , an enemy, so it's 
been renamer! as Super Saddam 
Soldiers . 

More ne'IYS 1s. ' he Nintendo have als o 
sent in a Super Famicom to Saddam 
Hussein . Sources have revealed that . 
his Air Chiefs had swiped the machine 
on anival to Iraq , but it's now back with 
the mean killer Saddam. by some 
·gentle' means!' Saddam however , is 
stil! unhappy , as the machine he has is 
SCART only, and there doesn't seem 
to be a Searl TV in the whole of Iraq. 
so he can not play Super Saddam 
World - a game he is VERY looking 

, ·~ It(,.,,,:~·-,.,, ',;_~ffi l.~J 
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ge of Saddam 's offensive not a happy man, as he had sold 
device - the SCUD Missile. each of his machines for 100 
we have sent our spies to Roubles each which are now worth 
find out a bi more about less, and kept the money in the state 
this weapon. As the Scud Moscow Bank. He said he now has to 
missiles were s~ot down fly to Russia. draw out his money , 
by . t~e effective U.S. change them on the Black Market at 
~atnot s, our man zoomed a real low price ... just enough money 
in to see what makes the - for the flight home!! 
se Scuds work. And as you 
can see from the picture 
on the right.. the source of 
the missile ... a Sinclair 
ZX81!! 

We rapped on Sir Clive 's 
door and asked him about 
the Scuds, and he de
f ended that he had sold all 
the ZX81s to the USSR. 
However . Sir Clive is also 

JAPANESE GULF GAME 
As you might expect, with the Gulf War, games based on 
it would surely appear . Apparently, the japanese already 

. have a Gulf War game on the market. .. but it's not on any 
computer or console, but is a board game. 

*) DUE TO THE FOG OF WAR. SOME OF THE ABOVE 
MAY NOT BE 100' 1/ TRUE~1 

J? 



REVIEWS 
F:Zero 

Su.pa Famicom. - &y Nintmdo 
Suppfwl &y Al Compu.tus 

F:Zero is a futuristic racing game as 
you control a hovercraft- like ship 
round . some very dangerous tracks. 
When you start, you have 2 options 
available: Grand Prix and Practice. As 
you might have guessed, GP is the 
real bizz, and Practice lets you race 
without all the competition (although 
you can have one> from a selection of 
tracks. 
When you actually start the game, 
you get to pick one of 4 ships, all with 
their pros and cons - one has the 
best acceleration, another - best top 
speed, etc .. Then you can select from 
3 leagues - rising is difficulty from 
Knight, Queen and King, and 3 diffi
culty levels - Beginner, Standard and 
Expert. Once you've picked all the 
options, it's down onto the track, vie
wed in third-person's perspective 
<behind your ship>. 
Controlling your craft is 'fairly' simple 
: Left/Right controls steering, button 
'B' controls your acceleration, 'Y' -
your brakes, top L/R buttons for ad
ditional fine steering, and 'A' for Turbo 
speed when collected. 
As you hold down 'B', your craft 
zooms forward, and I mean 'zoom' as 
the speed is amazing. The track is 
over a city and everything · scrolls/ro
tates extremely fast and smooth as 
you race round. Even if you'll not 
actually 'in' the craft, the feeling of 
being there is very realistic and as 
you take a corner, I guarantee you'll 
sway around with your craft. The ob
jective of the game is to complete 
each track in the top three, but of
course, you should aim for pole posi
tion. There ere five laps per race. 
Racing round each track however, is 
not so simple. Each craft has a po
wer gauge, and getting hit by another 
car reduces this... and some of the 
computer crafts are right maniacs! 
But more power loss are from hitting 
yellow circles that line the outside of 

f':Z£P.0: ltJ SE.cOND PU\c.E:., \!'lln-1 
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each 
track. Not 
only do 
they redu
ce your 
power, but 
slow you 
down, and 
if going 
flat out, 
can send 
you 
bouncing 
all over 
the place. If all power is loss - then 
KABOOM!! ,.. You're out of the race. 
Luckily, on each track is a section of 
track that's stripped, and running 
over it brings down a space craft 
that beams down more energy. The 
Turbo Speed is given to you each 
time you complete a lap and shown 
at the bottom of the screen. Hit 'A' 
when you have one, and you'll zip for
ward at an alarming speed, but make 
sure you're no where near tight co
rners or mines! 
Mines? Yep!, these tracks are no 
ordinary GP circuits. Some of them 
contain mines that, when hit reduces 
your power and send you off coarse, 

nn,-..oo ,-o'-•~r-:__-_ -~_J 
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jumps, 
magnets at 
the side of 
the tracks 
that pull you 

) into the 
~ yellow bits, 
pl checked bits 

that slow you 
F:ZE:R.o: APrl?ofOl1NG ft down, arrows 

HAIR.-PIN Bf.NI) 1rr that speed 
FUL1... s~o. you up, right

angled orners and hairpins. etc .. 
F:Zero is a real ace game, the first 
few tracks are fairly easy, but later 
tracks are real tough to get through, 
and the other drivers are real nut ca
ses - swaying left and right, and 
bumping you. Apart from the main 
sprites of the vehicles, the graphics 
are rather crude and blocky, but that 
doesn't detract from the game be
cause everything moves at such a 
speed in all directions, you don't noti
ce what it looks like. On sound. each 
track is accompanied by a beat'y tu
nes and really sets the atmosphere, 
end sound FX ere used effectively 
with jet engine noises. fading of 
crafts when you pass them. a 
horrible buzz when you hit the yellow 
bits, a whizzing sound when you hit 
the turbo. and best of all - a loud 
'BOOM!' when your craft blows up 
which really makes you jump if you 
don't expect it. I've had F:Zero for 
just over a week now, and have only 
completed Knight league in Begin-

I 

CONSOLE MA.'ZINE 
ners mode. so it's not an easy game. 
Verdict: F:Zero is definitely one for 
the collection if you have a SF, it's 
highly playable, addictive and should 
take some time to complete. It's also 
a good game to slap in when you 
don't have hours to spare. The only 
thing missing is a multi-play option -
what a game that would be!! Forget 
Monaco or Outrun, this is the stuff! 

Graphics - 90% Sound - 90% 
Playability - 93% Lastability - 90% 
Overall - 91% 

mi e,~ Gfli"~ 

l/Y QRADIUS 111 
Su.pa Famicom 6y Konami 

Bougfit from MegaCan 

It was no surprise that Konami would 
release a version of Gradius for the 
SF and this version is quite a strange 
one of the coin-op. instead of the ori
ginal 7 stages, the SF version has 10. 
If you haven't played Nemesis or it's 
sequels. then you should take up 
train spotting, as I'm not going to ex
plain the gemeplay. On inserting the 
cart, you're presented with the title 
screen options - of 1 or 2 players, 
and Options. Options will let you play 
in Easy, Normal or Hard, define your 
keys <something I wish all SF games 
had/will have>. autofire on/off and 
sound in Stereo/Mono. Starting the 
game puts up the weapon select 
screen where you can choose from 4 
pre-defined sets or choose the Edit 
screen to pick the ones you want.. al-

G~: er,10 STAGE e,oss 

though quite a few of them are rather 
useless. The weapons screens have 
been slightly modified from the coin
op Gradius Ill ... you now have additio
nal Formation & Rotation Options, 
Rotating & Reduce Shields, plus Me
gacrush on the Edit screen. 
Once you've picked your weapons. 

it's on to the game. and stage 1, out in 
space and then over the sand dunes. 
where you're attacked by forma
tions of alien ships, ground turrets. 
walkers, and snaking dragons. As 
ever. shooting formations or green 
ships or orange ones will leave pods 
behind. collect these to light up your 
weapons bar at the bottom of the 
screen, and press the other button if 
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you want the highlighted item. 
Graphically, the SF versio n is extre 
mely close to the coin- op, although, 
on stage 1, there are no jumping lions, 
which is a pity, as they we re a pain in 
the neck on the coin -op , so making it 
rather easy. W ith such a powerful 
machine, you'd ex pect no f licker or 
slow down ... but I'm af ra id to say, this 
isn't true. Whe n ther e are lots of 
things on the scr ee n, things does 
slow down a bit - but then again , so 
did the coin- op! But most annoying is 
the disappea ring graphics when the 
re are too many sp rites on one line ... 
especi a lly when it kills you! However , 
this does n't happen too often , only 
when there's a large (or long> ship / 
creature like the dragons and Bosses . 
On the sound f ront. the tunes are the 
same as the coin -op and f it well with 
the game, alt hough they sound slight 
ly diffe rent as you might expect . Spot 
effects are limited mainly to weapon 
noises and exp losion s. and the usual 
added speec h when you ac tivate a 
weapon - ie. 'Speed -Up", 'Miss ile '. 
etc .. although rather low in volume . 

All the 7 leve ls of the coin -op are 
present althou gh shor te r and the last 
3 have been rearrang ed in order to 
tie in with the ex tra 3 . The other 
three new ones inclu des the fast 
scrolling maze section from Vulcan 
Venture, You ve rsus the many giant 
enemy bosses sec tion (again . bosses 
from Vulcan), and the Nemes is lest 
stage section whi ch is quite tough . 
Gameplay wise. Grad ius Ill plays as 
good as the coin-op, if you like the 
arcade game - you sho uldn't miss 
this! Difficulty wise. all three diffi 
culty levels are fa irly simila r with ad
ditional fire higher up, and is fairly 
easy ... well .. until you get to stage 7 
with the Air Buster like speed run 
through the maze. which reall y gave 
me some problems. To really get a 
challenging ga me. you 'll have ~o play 
in Hard mode ... <the usual for MD 
owners!) and second time around is 
well difficul t !" Conversi on wise . it'~ 
great, but rather disappointing as the 
levels are just to o short. and most of 
the best/more difficult bits have beer1 
removed . For example . sta~e one 

<Sand Dune> is missing the jumping 
lions, stage two (Sea of Bubbles> has 
no green droplets and less bubble 
creatures. stage 3 <Rocks & Volca 
noes) has whole sections removed 
including less enemies and bullets, 
stage 4 <Easter Island Heads> has no 
moving rolling heads at the begin 
ning, less heads altogether , and ea
sier boss . stage 5 <Fire stage> all the 
fireballs are destructable unlike the 
coin-ops which weren 't . etc ... etc ... 
infect the first few bosses are a dod 0 

die to destroy. Most disappointing is 
the end boss. which makes Bvdo 
from R-Type look like a baby - this 
bugger is awesome, but is a real 
weed - you can kill it with no wea 
pons in a few seconds!! I must also 
mention that, the weapons system is 
like the original Nemesis, ie. it you 
die, ALL weapons are loss and if you 
have highlighted a item on the wea 
pon bar when you die, you only get a 
speed up when you return and NOT 

complete. 
I must admi t at this point. that I'm 
getting rather pissed off with puzzle 
games. as (apart from the extremely 
tab Bloxeed> they just don 't seem to 
be improving, and Junction is no 
exception to the rule. There's nothing 
terribly wrong with the game, indeed 
there are some quite nice bits: The 
music is rather good, <although et 
times sound suspiciously similar to 
Micronet's other MD game. Curse) 
and graphically it's quite nice for a 
puzzle game (particularly the 
interesting animated backdrops) . 
Unfortunately, none of this manages 
to save the game from the realms of 
mediocrity, as the gameplay is totally 
uninspiring. Avid puzzle freaks might 
find the game to their liking, but as 
far as I can see, Junction is a waste 
of money, as it took me all of 10 
minutes to become bored of the 
game . 

what it was highlighted, so is a lot Graphics - 70% Sound - 85% 
more difficult to continue . Overall. Playability - 50% V.F.M. - 40% 
Gradius Ill is a greet game . but Overall - 55% 
certainly not an exceptional one - ,_ --
graphics , sound and playability are all ~ c~ ;(IJ3 

'.Dan ... tfu. cMan 

there - reel awesome , but could have ~~ \ 
been a lot better. If you're after a ~ -
true Gradius Game. this is the closes Granada 
you'll get outside an arcade and Mf9a.li-ive by Wolf 'lhlm 
should not be missed!! A Must!! Su ppfiuf 6y PC Engint SuppCits 

Graphics - 90% Sound - 90 % 
Playablility - 90 % Lastability - 90% 
Overall 90% 

JUNCTION 
Mt:9adrivt 6y Microntt 
S11ppfitif 6y PM Gamts 

Gosh! A Konami game on tbc 
Megadrive! How ever did Micronet 
manage il? More importantly, why did 
they bother with this crap when 
there's classic Konami games like 
Salamander and Super Contra just 
begging to be converted? 
Junction is a puzzle game . similar in 
style to the likes of Confuzion and 
Pipernania . In this variation of the 
theme. you control a ball which you 
must move around on 8x5 square 
slide puzzle <with a piece missing. of 
course .> upon the surface of which is 
carved a series of grooves for the 
ball to travel along . Around the 
outside of the slide puzzle are semi 
c ircular sections of lta c k which 
disappear once travelled over . when 
all of these are disposed of the 
screen is completed . and a bo nug is 
awarrterl . The !=Jame continues in thi s 
manner unti l 11!1 50 st ag es srr 

It's rather a sad fact that. to date, 
almost every single eight way 
scrolling plan view shoot'em up 
written has been a right load of 
J.Arthur . <The only exception which 
springs to mind is Last Mission.) 
However, Wolf Team don 't seem to 
be too worried by this fact. end have 
r>. ,,en been so bold as to release one 
on the good old MD. 
And the result? Not bloody bad, 
mai.dy!! This game actually plays 
pretty well, and hunting down the 
bases is rather fun. and with nine 
large levels there·s a fair bit of game 
for your money. Graphically. the 
game is rather nice too. with good , if 
s lightly unimaginative backdrops and 
sprites. and great explosions . Sound. 
too. is great, with typically cool MD 
music . and nice booming sound 
ettects. (Unfortunately, as usual on 
the Megadrive, the speech is shit.> 
Overall . I would say Granada is ·a bit 
good' , and although not the best 
game around , is certainly worth 
checking oul. 

Gra phics - ti6 % Sound - 88 % 
Playabili! v 90o/o V.FM. - 8 5~, 
Ov e rnlt Fl?% 
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REVIEWS 
ELININTAL ■ASTER 
MEGADRIV£ - BY TECHNOSOFT 

Technosoft return with their 4th game 
<their first since Thunderforce 3), but 
does it live up to its illustrious prede 
cessor? 
Elemental Master starts up with a 
nice title screen and some great mu
sic (instantly recognisable as Techno
soft as it is really funky, fairly high 
pitched and loud like Thunderforce 3 
was!>. 
On pressing Start. we are shown a 
very well done intro sequence which 
presumably details the story. Okay 
then, skip that and let's get on with it! 
Oh, by the way, if you want to play 
around with the options, press A.B.C 
and Start on the title screen. This en
ables you to change: Game Level 
<Training, Normal , Hard, Mania), Music 
Test. Sound Test and Control pad 
<which button does whaO. Note that 
training mode gives you the full co-
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CVT ONE. 4CE 5H«Jr' E/11 UPS 

mplement of weapons to start with 
and only allows you to play one (se
lected) level. 
Elemental Master is purely and simply 
a vertically scrolling shoot 'em up, 
let's make no odds about about it! 
Not unlike Tforce 3, you are allowed 
to select your start level <any one of 
the first 4) which is good because 
otherwise you might get stuck on le
vel 1 and never see any further into 
the game! 
You control a wizard who walks up 
the screen armed with magic to en
able him (her?} to waste anything that 
moves! 
'A' fires magic backwards <essential 
as you are forever being attacked 
from behind), ·s· fires forwards and 
·c· selects between magic (if you 
have anything other than the basic 

• type!). 
Various power ups are available: 
chests give bonus points , mirrors give 
you multiple wizards and grapes give 
you energy etc . 
The weapons <a few of which are sto
len from Tforce 3) all look great 
(especially when you hold down fire 
and let a mega shot go!l. Magic inclu-

des fireballs. horizontal bars, flames. 
wave etc. 
As such. Elemental Master is fairly 
original (as shoot 'em ups go) as we 
haven't really has a 'walking along 
the ground' shoot 'em up before. 
Some nice ideas have been incorpo
rated such as parallax trees which 
you can disappear under and walls 
which scroll left/right. 
The enemies are well designed too 
<including monsters who push 
boulders over cliffs at you and crabs 
which blow water bubbles at you 
etc>. 
Graphics are very good throughout 
and the end of level guardians are 
stunning as expected from Techno
soft. Scrolling is ultra smooth (both 
up and left/right} and everything mo
ves at sensible speed (ie not too fast 
but not walking through mud). 
Music is excellent and, again , up to 
the standard we expect from the 
best independent software house on 
the MD. 
Gameplay is fast and furious (no time 
to catch breath) and is also VERY 
hard! This game is rock (to say the 
least!) and I can see it taking a while 
to complete the first level let alone 
the first four to get onto the 'hidden' 
levels! However, this is no bad thing 
as the difficulty level just makes you 
come back for more to try ·one more 
time" to beat a level. 
Technosoft have done it again! This 
is the best vertical scrolling shoot 
'em up yet on the MD and so they 
currently have the shoot ·em up 
market well sewn up! 
Well worth getting if you like shoot 
·em ups and want a challenge . 

Graphics - 90% Sound - 91% 
Playability - 89% V.F.M - 89% 
Overall - 90% 

DARIUS II 
Ml~GADRIVL - BYTAl1D 

COMMl:NT S 

The second 8 meg MD game to be 
released is a conversion of Taito's 
own horizontally scrolling shoot 'em 
up. But is it up to the same quality as 
Strider? 
It has to be said that the 8 meg·s 
worth of ROM here isn't used up by 
graphics and sound but by sheer size 
and amount of levels. Darius II con
tains 27 stages in all (divided into a 
pyramid shape) which makes 7 le
vels to complete the game. However, 
each level is very large (about twice 
the length of Tforce Ill levels} and it's 
none to easy either! 
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Nevertheless, the graphics and 
sound departments haven't been left 
in ruin - although the visuals don't 
match those of it's rival <Tforce Ill> 
they are certainly very well done 
with good use of parallax and colour. 
You find that the further you get into 
the game, the better the graphics get 
so it's worth persevering. The spri
tes are fairly small (particularly some 
of the little enemy ships) but the end 
of level guardians are large and all 
sprites are well drawn and nicely de
tailed. 
Music is also excellent and the sound 
effects are great <some really nice 
meaty explosions etc). 
The options allow you to choose be
tween two characters <one of which 
gives you extra weaponry) and 3 di
fficulty levels (no easy level!>. Some 
of the later levels are rock! 
Overall. Darius II is a very high quali
ty shoot 'em up, one which I definite
ly recommend to fans of this type of 
game . 

Graphics - 89% Sound 
Playability - 93% V.F.M 
Overall - 92% 

- 90% 
-90% 
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ATOIIIC BOBO KID 
Mf :GADRIVE - BY TR£CO 

C0~1 ME XTS 

The PC Engine version was good, the 
Amiga version absolute drivel, so 
how about the MD version? 
Robo Kid has certainly taken its time 
getting here <it was due out De
cember 89!>, so what has taken so 
long? 
The answer seems to be 'not a lot' as 
there are very few differences be
tween this and the Engine version. 
The graphics are a bit tidier, the pa
rallax smoother and the end of level 
guardians without glitches and. of co
urse, the music 's better. 
Playability is still high and the easy 
level seems quite fair (level 1 is 
simple, level 2 can be a pig and by 
the time you get to the later levels 
it's pretty hard). 
A big bonus with Robo Kid is its size
this is a big game! Therefore, the 
sheer amount of levels should keep 
you QoinQ for Quite a while. 



REVIEWS 
Power ups appear in abundance and 
the gameplay is pretty addictive 
especially when you get further on in 
the game and want 'just to get past 
this level'! 
Graphics are good - nice and large 
sprites. colourful and smooth 
scrolling/par allax. The guardians all 
look great and move around without 
slowing the game down or glitching at 
all. 
Music is o.k but nothing special and 
most ly slips into the background 
whilst you are shooting away. 
Worth checking out if you are on the 
look out for a horizontal shoot 'em up. 

Graphics - 88% Sound 
Playability - 90% V.F.M 
Overall - 89% 

Atomic Ro6o Kief 

- 82% 
- 88% 

Mtgami~, Su.ppCitt! &y PC Engint Su.ppCies 

I can't say I was overly enthused with 
either the Engine or the Amiga 
version of this game. and while this is 
easily the best version available, it's 
not exactly what you would call a 
shit-hot game! Graphically and soni
cally speaking, the game is quite nice, 
with interesting backdrops and spri
tes and appropriate music and sound 
effects. but not at all outstanding. Ex
actly the same is true of the ga
meplay: It's good fun for a while, but 
it's certainly not the sort of game 
that's going to keep you glued to your 

WONDERBOY3 
RY SEGA 

(.OMMf,Nl"S 

The 'third' Wonderboy game Cnot the 
arcade Wonderboy 3) hits the MD 
and how does it fare against the Pc 
Engine CD ROM version? 
The answer is very well indeed. The 
graphics (although they should have 
been better in theory) are just as 
good but nowhere near the quality 
we come to expect from the MD. The 
colour scheme is fairly garish and 
there is very little parallax in 
evidence <except for some 1 layer 
here and there). Certainly not making 
all that much use of the graphical 
capabilities of the MD. 
The music is alroost as good as the 
Engine version which is remarkable 

considering the CD ROM uses 
'proper' music and not machine 
generated stuff. The tunes are 
all cutesy, high pitched jingles 
and suit the game perfectly . 
The game is in two parts - the 
first stage is a running along, 
shooting and jumping type 
affair and the second stage 
sees you <and a partner if you 
wish as this is a simultaneous 
two player game) riding on 
dragonback. Here you must 
shoot everything in sight and 
collect power ups galore. The 
power ups are different 

weapons and collecting 2 or more of 
the same weapon makes for a more 
powerful shot. 
The levels are all similar in design 
<with the occasion diagonal scrolling 
parts) and there aren't any of the 
little touches which were such a part 
of the original game. Also, the action 
slows down ridiculously quite often 
and this is just plain bad program-
ming. 
The easy level seems far too easy to 
complete. so expert level is advisable 
for longer interest. 
Recommended for younger games 
players but others may tire of this far 
too quickly. 

joystick for hours on end. Graphics _ 80% Sound 
If y~u·r~ a fan of the coin-op, CT~is Pia bilit _ 71% v. F. M 
version 1s actually a true conversion 

O 
ya II Y _ ?O% 

of the coin-op, unlike the engine vera 

- 88% 
- 72% 

version. which was notl or if this ,, liimnllUIIIH 
game looks like your cup of tea. then . , ._ 
it's worth checking out. but at thirty-
five quid , I perso nally wouldn't bother. - • ~ i/ 

Graphics - 83% Sound - 80% JiJ dfl 
Playability - 75% V.F.M. - 70% 7tll 
Overall ·· 75% 

1Du.n ... tf.c. ,Man. 
\/lor<f)bf!.~"/ 3 . ... Gooo 8V r 

Ncrr As cure 1/5 £rJG1N~. 
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Outrun 

PC Enqin.t 6y NEC A venue 
SuppCiuf 6y PC En!Jint Supplies 

\.Ve[(, a.fur two ymrs, Sega's tcp racin9 9ami 
comes to tm PC ~:t19in.t at~ Cast, ant! wa.s i.t 
wortfr tfu wait,' If you're a Me.9a f'an of tfu 
coin - op 1.fu:n tftt answer wou.Ct! &e a <kfinitt 
n:,S! Hu.t, for tfu rest of w rrwt mortafs, t.ht 
answa wou.L! 6e, weCL .. it coula fiavt 6un a 
mff Cot 6ttter!! 
Tfu first cfisappointm.tnt is, tfitre's no cfuno 

molt ... somttfu.119 I Ciu to SU, 6ut I suppose Wt 

can't fiavt everytfu.119 ... stra.t19dy AvefUU _ga
mes llll'to/ funlf. a mnni119 cfuno. Anyway, on 
witli tm .9amt. On pressing RUN, you. 9tt to 

choose you. tune for tfte ruu, j u.t Ciu tm coin
op, ana tm tunes are my dose. On seftttion, 
it's onto tm tarmac in your mt fmuri with 
your 6Coat 6tsidt you. Wftm tfu 9run Ci9ftt 
ffasftt.s, you.'rt off. l-lawtver, you. don't wom 
off stm.iqftt awa.y - nwst of tli..t ti.mi, your m-
9in.t sum to fai( you., ant! Cose a Jew secs 6tfore 
you move an incfi. -· tfu.s a.Cso fuippms wftm 
you. cra.s/i, spin-· ou.t, etc., w(ticft. is a ri.9/it 
6ummtr. 
Ona you. _get .9oi.n9 tfwu.9ft, tfu ftdi119 of mo

vtmmt at spttt! is c!ont quitt wtff, ant! at tap 
spua is re.a[ ntat. Howtvu, 'cos of tfte sped, tfte 
f mm.c rutt is rat.htr on tli..t Cow sid'c. So pa Cm 
trus, &uifdit19s, 6oa.rcfi119, etc •. , a.Cthou.gli 
6riffia.ntfy drawn are mtfter juky as t.ficy fly &y. 
1'fit otfter cars, ant! tfu road it.stlf is afso not a.s 
smooth as say Hudson's 6riffia.nt Victory Run .. 
6u.t tJi.m 119ain, Ou.trun's spritts are a Cot 6i-
9.9tr.Tm fork in tm roac! uses tht samt tt.cfini

qw: as Chase H~ wfiu:ft isn't my impressivt 
6u.t eff ttti vt. A(tnougft. tm tu.nts are great, 
souni! effttts are mtli..tr sparse with tari6Ce m9i
m noises, auslus and skid'd'ing tfft.ets on(y. 

But t.ht main d'own fa[ witfi. tht conversion is 
tfv. contro( of tfv. car. Apart from tht uni6Ce 
m.9ine fai.fu.rts, sturing is vtry s~9isfi. and ta

kit19 comus taus your car outwards wfucfi. is 
rea[ awkwanf. -You can 61! drivi.119 at top spw!, 
.90 rou.niL a 6encl irl tftt insi.dt funt, on[y to sfuft 
ri9/it. ou.t to t.ht sixth Cant or f u.rtfter! Reca.Wt. of 
this, 9tttin9 tlirou.g Ii to t.ht cliukpoints are real 
tOt'9ft, a.ncf a.s I write this "'view, I have ytt to 
compfttt a raa even an Easy modt - tfure art 
Norma( ant! Hard moat too. 
Aff in a.ff, Ou.trun is a fairly 900a r.on.version, 

ancl ctrtain0,- tm 6tst from what's avaifa6Ce on 
tm fwrn.t conversion front, 6u.t as I mmtiorwl 
at tht start, this coula have &un a Cot 6ctttr -
Nl:C sftouuf have a.skd Hwfson to do tht tmns
fation. Worth clw:R.i.n.9 ou.t if you.'"' a fan, 6ut 
an a vtra.9, 9arru: of what is an oCt! c.fu.ssu: ru-

1 
ct119 9ame. 

Gmpfu.cs - RO% 
Pfaya&illty - 80% 
OveraU - 80% 

Sou.na - 85% 
r:..asta6iCity - 80% 

Onn .£u 



OPEN FORUM 
A FOOTIE FAN 
When will TV Sports Football for the 
Engine come out. Do you know if the 
re is some sort of problem with it. 
Darren Ash . Somerset. 

The game should be out sometime 
in February. As mentioned before, 
up to five players simultaneous 
play, so shou ld be good . 

Turtl•s? 
I thought you would like to know I 
have a friend who has got a two level 
turtle game. This is only a demo but is 
brilliant. It has the song at the start 
and the graphics and sound are 
brilliant in the game . When will you be 
getting the game as I haven't played 
or seen the game (My mate told me 
what happens and showed me the 
cart.> Also, I have a question. In your 
ESWAT review . the title screen was 
different to my Jap . one . So you use 
Jap., American, or British carts. Also, 
do British carts fit in Jap. Me
gadrives /Do Jap . carts fit in British 
Mega drives, not only will they fit. but 
will they work without blowing up 
your megadrive. What will be the next 
oficial 16- bit console. Why do some 
megadrive games loose part of their 
sprites . eg. level five of Ghouls 'n' 
Ghosts on the fire breathers . And 
does the 16-bit Nintendo also do this? 
I have Burning Force and I would like 

you to know it is rubbish. 
Last question, is when will the Super 

Drive be released <Megadrive with 
extra graphics. etc.> as I read about 
this in a magazine . Will it be compa 
tible with ordinary Megadrive carts, 
how much better is is (graphics/ 
sound). will is loose part of the spri
tes on screen and when will you re
view it (also how much and Jap or Bri 
tish). 
Ps. What carts can be used in British 
Gameboys apart from British <Ameri
can/Jap) . 
David Thomas , Essex. 

As far as I know. there are NO 
Turtles· games planned for the Me 
gadrive <assuming you mean the 
MegadriveJ. .. your friend must be 
playing a joke on you!!!? As Kona 
mi holds the rights for the Turtles -
and they only seem to write games 
for the Nintendo. it's highly unlikely, 
a turtle game will appear for the 
MD .... unless ofcourse. Mirrorsoftl 
lmageworks convert the game?! In
cidentally, Konami has recently 
converted the coin-op game to the 
8-bit Famicom . The pie of £SWAT is 
an early picture of the Japanese 
version ... we review mainly Japane
se carts . but whatever sort that's 

available first . All carts will work 
on all MD/ Genesis machines ... it's 
just that slot/locking device is not 
made for one another. The next 
official 16-bit should be the 
Nintendo Super Famicom or Atari's 
Panther. unless some other 
machine comes along . 
Sprite wise. all machines have a li 
mit of how many sprites can be 
displayed on a single line at any 
one time ... and as G ·n· G's flames 
appear. they exceed this amount. 
so some disappear. The Super Fa
micom does this too, especially in 
Grsdius Ill . As for Burning Force. I 
haven't played this, so can't co 
mment. As for the Super Drive. or 
as I believe, it's to be called the Gi
gadrive. it's very likely that the 
machine will be a totally different 
machine and won't be compatible 
with the MD. It would be more like 
the Neo Geo in comparison . As for 
when. cost, etc ... more on this when 
time gets near. 

All carts on the gameboy work 
with each other machine. 

SWAPLINE 
PC Engine <Scartl and 11 games (inc. 
Devil's Crash, Legendary Axe 2, etc.> 
+ 5 player adaptor and 2 pads. 
V.Good condition worth £400t0nly 
£200. Phone Marc on 081-892 - 8441 
between 6:30 and 9:00pm only. 

Megadrive games for sale including 
John Madden's Football, Wonderboy 
Ill + Shadow Dancer and many more. 
Phone Peter 0602 -299435 . 

Gauntlet 3 , Blue Lighting. Gates of 
Zendocon - £10 each. Lynx <Boxed>. 
powerpack, Comlynx £100 with any 
of above games. 
Also Slimeworld + Klax £20 each. 
Whole lot £150 . Phone William : 
0775 - 761360 <Mon-Tue). 
0775 -723746 <Wed-Sun). 

Megadrive games for sale: 
Afterburner II, Batman . £24 each. 
both boxed+ immaculate . Will 
consider swaps. Wanted : Columns. 
Super Monaco. <Pref. engiish 
language) . Good prices. Ask for 
Demian on 021- 326 -7262. 

Engine games to swap or sell: A
Type I, Wonderboy II. Waturu. 
Drunken Master. Dragon Spirit 
£13.00 . Chan + Chan. Naxat Open 
£15.00. Megadrive - Kujaku II £18.00. 
Call 0278-780796 before 9pm . 
Thanks . 

Wanted: World Court Tennis. Ninja 
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LATEST INFO. 
As prices change, here's the latest 
from PC Engine Supplies. who are 
selling Nintendo's Super Famicom 

<Scart> for £300 or (PAL> for £320. 
Both Includes 2 games, Bombuzal 

plus either F:Zero or Super Mario 4. 
Latest price for the PC Engine GT -

£290 incl. Batman. 

Warriors. Taito Bike Racing, R- Type 
II. Plus many more engine games, 
good price paid . Phone Stuart, 07 42-
464545 or send lists to Stuart Ford. 
93 Holfate Road, Sheffild, S5 9LH. 

Brand new <MD> Shadow Dancer for 
sale only £28, and Amiga scart lead 
for sale £6 . Tel: (0443) 431995 and 
ask for Wayne. 

Amiga originals for sale: Chase HQ 2. 
Shadow Warriors. Stunt car racer. 
plus 10 top titles. all originals £ 50 
o.n.o. Craig Hutchings Tel: 
0443-430042. 

For sale, PC Engine CD-Rom system. 
S.G. Interface, and 6 games CYs I + 
U<USA>. Valis Ill, Super Darius, Side 
Arms, Wonderboy Ill & Fighting 
Street> Ring Kevin on 0633-614236. 

PC Engine Core Grafx + CD-Rom, 5 
player Adaptor, Colour Booster, 
Wonderboy 3, Tennis, Ninja Spirit. 5 
months old. £350. Tel: Ja-
son 092 - 575 (lymml 5530 . 

Megadrive games to swap , Phone 
Joe on (0602) 752682. 

U.K. Lynx for Sale . 6 games incl . Sli
meworld. Klax. Chips Challenge. Bo
xed . All accesories, rechargable 
batteries + charger. will swap for Me
gadrive & games or will sell for £220 
o.n.o. Tel: Dominic on 063087- 2407. 

A PC Engine CD-Rom Unit tor sale. 
Excellent condition plus a S.G. Inter 
face Unit, and 2 games Ys I & II 
<USA) and Wonderboy Ill. All for just 
£200.00 o.n.o. Also lots of top hit PC 
Engine games such as Outrun. 
Afterburner II. Aero Blaster . Son of 
Dracula. Don-0oko -Don. Formation 
Soccer . + many many more. All ga
mes £20. Phone Chris on 051 -
931-2594 Anytime. 

Megadrive games for sale : AirDiver 
£18. Rambo Ill £17. Rastan Saga II 
£20. Thunderforce II £17, Moon
walker £20, OJ Kid £18. Forgotten 
Worlds £17. Phone 0292-263953 
and ask for Ken . Tuesday -Saturday 
anytime after 5pm . 



BOMBER MAN 
PC Engine 6y Hudson Soft 

Su.ppCiec! 6y PC £ngine Supplies 

Bomber Man is Hudson's latest multi
player block buster and anyone who 
owns an engine should not miss this. 
as this is one HOT game!! Like most 
brill games, the objective is plain and 
simpie ... in a one player game, you 
have to kill all the nasty creatures on 
each level, locate the exit to enter the 
next level... until you reach the 64th 
level where you must defeat the evil 
Dark Bomber man and his minors to 
rescue the princess. AND whilst in 
2-5 player mode, wipe out the 
opposition to become the sole 
survivor. On the title screen, you 
have several options: One player 
mode. Battle (Multi-play), Battle for 
GT, and Password & Load for 
continue game. First. in single player 
mode. You are placed in the top left 
corner of a maze similar in style to 
Beball's with in/destructable bits but 
made out of blocks viewed from top 
down. Also in the maze are a number 
of nasties roaming around. and you 
must try to kill them. To do this. you 
must bomb them . Your Bomber man 
can drop a bomb where he is 
standing by pressing button I. The 
bombs have a couple of seconds 

MEGADRIVE 

delay on them once you drop one. so 
you should quickly run to a safe spot 
before they explode... as the 
explosion can kill you. When a bomb 
goes off, it sends flames in all 4 
compass directions destroying any 
creature. (power up ... more on this 
later>. destructable walls and bomber 
men! Blowing up certain destructable 
walls will reveal either a power -up or 
the exit. You should avoid blowing the 
exit as it will bring up more nasties! 
Power ups come m the form of 
bombs that will let you drop an extra 
bomb. flame makes your explosion 
longer (quite deadly}, shoes for 
speed-up, 1ups. ability to pass 
through walls. and a heart icon that 
will let you blow up bombs when you 
want by tapping the other button. 
You must try to destroy all the 
nasties. and find the exit (and enter} 
within the time limit. Should the time 
run out. then you blow up! As you 
progress. the mazes become bigger 
and scroll horizontally or vertically, 
and the creatures become more 
numerous and deadly with fast 
moving buggers that home in on you 
and can pass through all walls! On 
every 8th stage. you'll have to defeat 
the boss.. a long snake requiring 
several hits to blow up, plus other 
meanies. Unforturately, as you can 
continue. it's quite easy to get 

CONSOLE MA'ZINE 
through all the levels in a couple of 
days. so not too playable in terms of 
lasting appeal... but this is where the 
Multi-play option shines. In this mode 
it's you against other human 
opponents - up to five players in a 
frantic fight to the end. the last 
survivor wins. Here the game in 
played on a single screen and each 
player starts in a corner (the fifth in 
the middle}, and must blast their way 
out lo get the opponents, Hidden in 
the walls are longer flame and extra 
bomb icons to collect to make it more 
deadly . As human opponents are 
more tricky, you have to use all your 
cunning and mean streak. gang up on 
an opponent. and steal the extras. 

Overall. Bomber Man is Brilliant if 
you can get others to play in a multi
play game. and a game you can play 
over and over again, and amazingly 
addictive. but as a one player game 
it's fairly average, so unless you 
have a multi- tap. extra pads/joys 
and some freaky mates. Bomber Man 
is worth a look but not a must buy, 
however. if you have all the above. 
then rush out and huy a cooy NOW!! 

Graphics - 85% Sound - 80 % 
Playabiiity - 90% Lastability - 90% 
Overall 90'1:, 

PC ENGINE 

THE ULTIMATE CONSOLE HIRE CLUB 
If you own one of these superb machines then why not get the best out of your system and at the 
same time take the risk out of buying your next game. Have you ever forked out £30. £35. or even 

£40 on a game to find that when it arrives it doesn·t come up to your expectations or you complete it 
within days of purchase. This makes hiring a great alternative for only £3.50 per week. You can hire 
any cartridge of your choice at MEGAWARE We have almost 80 different titles for the Megadrive 
and over 125 for the PC Engine. Super Grafx and CO-Rom system. Why let your old carts gather 
dust on the shelf. We buy, sell. and exchange used carts with a good selection always in stock. 

Also a good trade-in allowance of your unwanted carts against the latest up to the minute releases . 
We also stock machines. joysticks . and all add-ons for both consoles. 

USED CARTS FROM £14.00 
NEW CARTS FROM £17.95 

MEGAORIVE <PAL or SCART) £129 .95 

Here at Mega ware we strike to off a fast. friendly and e: ,'iciant service to help you the customer. 
For more info. Tel: 091 5498807 

or send S.A.E. to MEGAWARE 
35 Cullercoat Road, Hylton Castle. Sunderland, SR5 3RZ. 

L---------------- --------------- ·---.. ------- --------' 
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~\2JLJ 
Tfuuuftr6Cadt 
Engine - Nee Affltm 

The engine version of Sega's ·copter 
game at last becomes available - but 
unless you are a fan of the coin-op 
and can't live without it - then avoid 
this as it's not up to engine 
standards. The game is very jerky 
and moves like two frames a second! 
In plan-view mode, you can't move up 
or down or alter your speed in 3D 
mode either! The game is all there, 
but 'cos of the terrible speed and jerk 
of death, it's not very playable. The 
game is rather old hat now, and in my 
opinion - if you want to play the 
game, go to the arcades. aithough the 
MD version is quite good. 
Omu[:45% 

,w1rJ HRWK : "ComG-. o/'J ~ - You 1AK£ 
T.lf.. ,wccmtNG Btll.l.t.fS ''. 

• Twin. Hawk 
Engine - Ntt Avtniu 

This shoot'em up have been out for 
the MD for sometime, and since then. 
quite a number of better ones have 
emerged, so it's no surprise that. as 
the game stands, compared to other 
engine shoot'em ups. it's not up there 
with the likes of GunHed. S.S.S .. or 
Image Fight. Hawk lack variety as 
there are mostly ground targets 
<mainly tanks) all requiring several 
hits to destroy, and very few power 
up extras. The game is slightly more 
different from the coin-op and harder. 
A worthy pure shoot'em up, but avoid 
this if you want something special. 
OVtlll[: 70% 

:EV& 1liV£ m» 
Act raisers 

Su.per famicom &y Qu.inttt/f :ni;t' 

Grru9 

Firstly, this game has quite a bit of ja
panese in - so this review is based on 

» what I have figured out. Anyway, the 
game is a mixed one - cross with 
Rastan Saga and Populous/SimCity. 

• When you stick in the cart. and watch 
the logo swirl around in 3D. you are 
given an option to start a new game 

or continue an old .. it has a memory 
back-up mode. After entering your 
name (in japanese>. you get some ja
panese text and then the main 
screen. Here there are 3 windows. 
The first window has a set of icons. 
the second is a text window that na
mes the icons in japanese. and the 
third is a large text box giving info. 

Aci~/J/Sf/l : A 1-/fLPAIL-~ l£J,JD:5 A HANP. .. 

l='.Rff\ ... . A SRANc..H. 

etc ... again in japanese . The first 
window has 4 icons. with 2 icons 
each allocated to them. The first lets 
you go to a map of the world you're 
in, with mounhtains. forests. rivers. 
etc ... plus circles of stone blocks. a la 
Stone Henge. Above the map is a 
circular cloud with a temple on which 
you can move around with the pad. 
The cloud starts above one of the 
stone circles <stage 1> and pressing a 
button puts you back to the main 
menu. although you can zoom in/out 
with other buttons. The icon next to 
this lets you go to the creation mode 
(more on this later). 
The second two icons lets you play 
the action game where the cloud is 
over. and give info. on that 
area . 
The third two icons give info. 
on your status - health, popu
lation. etc .. and fourth two 
icons for continue and save. 
So to start, select the second 
icon... where you zoom down 
onto the map rotating as you 
go ... truly amazing this!! Here a 
shimmering orb will drift down 
the screen and hit a stone 
warrior in a forest who comes 
to life, where you start your 

CONSOLE MA'ZINI: 
Halfway, you'll meet a big tree with 
an ugly face who shoots at you and 
drop live acorns. Hit it in the face a 
few times and it'll die and leave a log 
so you can continue. Hidden in pla
ces are also statues. if you can get 
them, they will award you with bonus 
points, extra energy, extra men (you 
start with 4). power ups. etc. At the 

end. you'll meet the real boss with 
an energy bar three times longer 
than yours. This bugger is half 
horse and half knight and carries a 
long lance .. and is capable of pro
ducing lighting from the tip of this 
weapon. However, a few timed hits 
and retreats. and you can make 
mince horse meat out of him. 
Next. you'll enter Creation mode -
here you get a close up of the 
map, and in the centre. a temple 
where a bloke and his woman resi
des in ... they are very religious. as 
they prey a lot! Also in the middle 
is an angel who is armed with a 

bow and arrows.. Culpid?, which you 
control. Aswell as the temple, there 
are a few black icons around the out
side of the area.. these are where 
the nasties come from, in the form of 
giant bats. ghosts. devils. etc . These 
nasty buggers are out to kill off your 
people, so you must take them out 
with your bow. Shooting them sends 
a blob into the temple and increase 
your SP score (no idea what SP 
stands for). Pressing the other 
button. and a window appears with 
more icons which help to create a 
town and increase population. One 
icon sends out a working team to 
clear a patch of useable land and lay 
a path from the temple to it for 

Rastan Saga like quest. Your AHI-IH .... srnc,e. 1 eos5r_ Df'c f-iotUVBU:: LIGt·/rtl'IG 
warrior is armed with a broad rnc-m THE lANCe. . 

sword and has a limited en-
ergy bar. As you control him. ene
mies <flies. baboons. etc . .> attack 
you ... get hit and you lose energy, so 
avoid them or slash them with your 
weapon. As well as the nasties. you 
have to negotiate the forest that's li
ned with prickly thorns. To do this. 
you have to jump up trees and ride 
on log swings. plus bouncing trees . 
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building and farming. At a certain 
time. people from the temple will rush 
out and start planting crops and 
building houses. and so the popula
tion increases. 
If any nasties get close enough . they 
will either swipe your people, blow up 
buildings. set off fires. etc.. so its 
important to rend them off. The SP 



points you get lets you use 
the weather commands . 
You can activate the sun to 
shine, send in a rain cloud. 
lighting, or wind ... all requi 
ring certain amount of SP. If 
houses are burning - send 
in the rein. went to build 
where trees are - send in 
lighting to blitz them. or ri
vers overflowing send in 
the sun. As time goes on. &11mE: R,TYl'f:. rnEC:,R :51111' ON srnGE. 3 

the people will start to invent things spear throwing cannibals. birds. 
that help you. eg. turn wheat into rocks with faces. etc . The graphics 
bread. produce a better bow and are brilliant and well defined . 
arrow for you angel, bridges to cross especially the scenery with multi-pa
rivers. and so on. The other icons lets rallax scrolling. And then there's the 
you get items. and use them. Another sound - considering it's by the same 
icon gives info. and return you to the guy that produced the music for Su
main menu. To makes things easier. per Shinobi on the MD. you can ex
you can build on the enemies pads. .. pect great things. and you'll be right. 
workers will go over and dismantle they are totally awesome. fitting well 
the grate. with the game, certainly some of the 
At a certain time. a little tune plays best I've heard with echo. fading. and 
and a message appears which tells other effects added - shame there 
you. you have done enough and can are only a few tunes . Well. is it worth 
continue to the next stage . You can getting you ask? Well. if you like 
then exit back to the map screen and Rastan Saga and Simcity/Populous 
move your cloud to the next stone then Yes. but be prepared to slog 
henge and play the next arcade through the japanese . As far as I 

game. However. if you stick with it know. there are only 6 areas to con 
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queror in Creation mode. but about 
twice as many arcade sections. 
(;mpftics '1.' % <;ouruf 9.3 % 
rfa_vuoiutv /~5% f.i.sta&ifity 85% 

cartoon graphics and instead of just 
controlling the Vic Viper ship. you 
can fly an Octopus. Twin Bee or 
Pentarou (Parrot>.. each having diffe 
rent sets of weapons. Graphically, as 
you'd expect from Konami , it's 
brilliant with well defined shaded spri 
tes . Another Must! Talking of Paro 
dius. Konami are to release the se
quel for the 8-bit Famicom with two 
player simultaneous play option . 
Puzzle freaks will be pleased to hear 
that Loopz will be converted to the 
GB. The game is simple - different tu
bes appear and you have to link them 
up to make a loop - inside the al 
lotted time limit... simple but difficult! 
R- Type should hit the streets in 
February, and 
apart from the ~ 
size of your R- 9 
ship which se -
ems enormous. 
the game looks 
brill ... for a ga 
meboy that is. 
Hottest proper -
ty on the game -
boy at the moment in japan is Saga 
2. the follow-up to the very success
ful RPG saga. Hopefully, the ameri 
can version won't take too long to be 
translated to . 
April. will be the release of Zipang -
which is already available for the PC 

and fill most of the area. you will gain 
more points and can pick from more 
stages instead of just the next one . 
Not only that. but you can also pick 
up a magic icon for the arcade se 
ction . Later stages in the creation 
mode , your people become fed up 
and you have to solve their problems. 
On second stage, one of your people 
moves into a cave and your popula 
tion stops building etc.. To cure this 
(which took me a couple of days to fi 
gure out!!l you have to have some 
breed, and give it to the bloke in the 
cave. and he'll return. To destroy the 
red devil. use the Skull icon on the 
place it appears. and when the 3 blo 
kes goes into the castle via a ship, 
you can go to the castle. The next 
creation mode with the volcano. the 
people start building windmills. so you 
require to send in the wind. and 
lighting the rocks to reveal the 
nasties· entrances. Overall. Actraiser 
is quite a strange game. at first it's 

1)vernIT 8 '> % 
Dnn ..L'u Engine (review new issue) . Basically, 

the game IS Solomon's Key. eg. a 
playform game. As the game goes, it 

0 

~ 
looks great. 
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~ , NEXT ISSUE 
, We Check Out Even More 
Console Games: Engine: Over 

rather boring - intact I prefer playing ~ 
the map creation mode than the 
arcade section as they are rather GAmef.3P'/ fllf.<PDIUS: THE vie.. FIIC£s 

short. although later levels are longer R t<.trrl KAT p,~ TE SH IP/ 
and more tougher .. some seems near 
impossible. You can enter the volca
no where you have lava pits. flames, 
etc .. there's a sand dune with skele 
tal walkways wriggly worms. winged 
creatures. a super shinobi water fall 
where you 're attacked by a long dra 
gon. plus a snow scape. a fight up in 
the clouds and an amazon island with 

lf.,V_~Ml~gtr)tl ~l~Y>iVJ.!~; 
One of the best games for the Game 
boy has to be Konami's Nemesis. so 
you'd be delighted to read that Kone 
mi are to convert their latest neme 
sis-style coin-op to the Gameboy -
Parodius. The game has the same 
formula as Nemesis but with cute 
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Ride. Violent Soilder. 
S.C.L. .. Megadrive: Dangerous 
Seed. Aleste. Gynoue. Aero 
Blaster. and Lots More!! Super 
Compo!! Mega News & Tips!! 
Forget the Glossy Publications 
with Free stickers and colour 
pies. C.M. is the only honest 
concise mag for consoles! 


